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PREFACE
Vietnam is one of the world’s most vulnerable countries in the Asia-Pacific region to the
effects of climate change. However, the climate change associated challenges might also be
good opportunities for Vietnam to replace the outdated and inefficient technologies, improve
competitive capacity and actively promote the participation in the world innovation process.
As a result of the long-term and effective cooperation, on December 15, 2015 the Ministry
of Science and Technology and the World Bank launched "Vietnam Climate Change
Innovation Center (VCIC)". The VCIC project is an initiative of the World Bank Group's
Climate Technology program. The project is supported by the World Bank (WB) from the
fund of Australia Government and the Department for International Development (DFID)
under the management of Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), and being operated
by “Vietnam Climate Innovation Center”.
This Grant manual is developed to guide the applicants including enterprises and individuals
on the procedures to apply and (if granted) implement projects according to the Vietnamese
and the World Bank’s regulations in order to engage in an incubation for innovative climate
change technologies, and use the fund and other resources efficiently, contributing to overall
objective of the project.
The manual is comprised of the following four chapters:
-

Chapter I. Brief Introduction of the Project “Vietnam Climate Change Innovation
Center – VCIC”;

-

Chapter II. Application, evaluation and approval of applications;

-

Chapter III. Implementation and management of projects;

-

Appendixes of forms and templates.

Other requirements, forms and templates, procedures that are not prescribed in this Manual
will be made based on the current regulations of the Ministry of Science and Technology
and the World Bank in Vietnam.
We hope that this Grant Manual will be a useful tool for the PMU and other stakeholders of
the VCIC project. Since the time of preparation and experience is limited, flaws in the
compilation process is unavoidable, we look forward to receiving feedback from users to
promptly modify and supplement to meet the performance requirements and management
of projects in the future.
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CHAPTER I
BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF PROJECT “VIETNAM CLIMATE CHANGE
INNOVATION CENTER - VCIC”
1. Summary information of project “Vietnam Climate Change Innovation Center –
VCIC”
On 15 December 2015, the World Bank and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam signed the
Grant number TF0A1407 on the technical assistance project “Vietnam Climate Innovation
Center (VCIC)”. VCIC is an initiative of the World Bank Group’s Climate Technology
Program. The project is supported by the World Bank with the funding from the UK and
Australian Governments and is being implemented by the Government of Vietnam through
its Ministry of Science and Technology – National Agency for Technology Entrepreneurship
and Commercialization Development (NATEC). Its total budget is 4.18 million USD of
which 3.8 million Grant and 0.38 million USD counterpart contribution from the
Government of Vietnam. The implementation duration is expected in 5 years (from 2015 to
2019).
The VCIC project will support Vietnam’s economic development, job creation and industrial
competitiveness improvement through support to clean technology businesses and industries.
Through provision of financing and non-financial services, the VCIC will support local
entrepreneurs that develop innovative technologies and business models in a range of
climate technology-related areas. The center will also provide advisory services, training,
and support for capital mobilization for more effective industry strategies.
The VCIC will become the focal point of innovative commercial development of profitable
climate-related business in Vietnam and potentially South East Asia. As a member of
Climate Innovation Center Network, the VCIC will leverage existing practices and
experience to support clean technology ventures and industries.
The project activities consist of three major components:


Component I: Establishment, operation of VCIC and policy feedback:
administrative activities in establishing VCIC; supporting policy improvement and
public-private partnership in the climate change innovation field; and establishing a
fund for technology incubation and commercialization of technology in responding
to climate change.



Component II: Business incubation/climate innovation technology services,
including sponsor for companies: support to clean tech start-up ideation (idea
incubation and competition); business incubation services including training,
mentorship, connectivity and boosting investment; and supporting
commercialization through grant competitions.



Component III: E-portal, database and services to support businesses: creation
of the VCIC e-portal; setting up database on technology, market opportunities,
6

enterprises, climate change – related experts; and dissemination, exploration and
efficient use of the database.
Following are the areas that VCIC intends to support with the first 5 being a priority:


Energy Efficiency



Sustainable Agribusiness



IT for clean technologies/climate change related technologies



Renewable Energy



Water Management & Purification



Other fields/technologies related to climate change

The main services provided by VCIC include:
1) Access to Finance


Identify funding needs & connect to partners;



Develop & grow investors network/database;



Provide access to small grants;



Provide leverage to secure larger grants and loan funding.

2) Advisory services


Mentorship;



Prototyping and testing;



Product/service development;



Market development;



Commercialization strategies;



Legal + IP advisory;



Product standard and quality improvement advisory.

3) Access to markets


Create linkages with partners;



Leverage Government relationships;



Enhancing communications to expand the market.

4) Access to Infrastructure


Connect to specialized laboratories and research entities to support product
finalization



Provide Internet, tech/working space, etc.
7

5) Policy Advocacy


Consult policy development and change to support innovative enterprises and
develop start-up ecosystems in Vietnam.

2. Legal Basis and References
1) Decree No. 20/2013/ND-CP dated on 26 February 2013 by Vietnamese
Government regulating the functions, tasks, rights and organizational structure
of the Ministry of Science and Technology;
2) Decree No. 16/2016/ND-CP dated on 16 March 2016 by Vietnamese
Government on management and use of official development assistance (ODA)
and concessional loans granted by foreign donors;
3) Circular No. 12/2016/TT-BKH dated on 16 March 2016 by the Ministry of
Planning and Investment guiding the implementation of some articles of Decree
No. 16/2016/ND-CP dated on 16 March 2016 on management and use of official
development assistance (ODA) and preferential loans of the donor;
4) Decision No. 1321/QD-TTg dated on 12 August 2015 by Prime Minister
approving technical support project for the "Vietnam Climate Change
Innovation Center (VCIC)" using non-refundable aid of the World Bank,
donated by the Department for International Development UK (DFID) and the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Australia (DFAT);
5) Decision No. 2703/QD-BKHCN dated on 05 October 2015 by Minister of the
Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) on establishment of the project
management unit of Vietnam Climate Change Innovation Center -VCIC.
6) The Grant Agreement number TF0A1407 on December 15, 2015 between the
World Bank and Vietnam on the non- refundable technical support project for
the "Vietnam Climate Change Innovation Center -VCIC" funded by the World
Bank;
7) Decision No.459/QD-BKHCN dated on 07 March 2016 by the Minister of
MOST on strengthening the management board of the project "Vietnam Climate
Change Innovation Center –VCIC;
8) Decision No. 592/QD-TTg dated on 22 May 2012 on approval of the Program
to support enterprise development and public research organizations to
implement autonomy and self-responsibility mechanisms;
9) Circular No. 19/2013/TT-BKHCN dated on 15 August 2013 on guidelines for
Program management support enterprise development and public research
organizations to implement autonomy and self-responsibility mechanisms;
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10) Decision No. 2075/QD-TTg dated on 8 November 2013 by the Prime Minister
on approval of The Program on technological market development until 2020;
11) Circular No. 32/TT-BKHCN dated on 6 November 2014 on guidelines for
management of Program of technological market development until 2020;
12) Circular No. 07/2014/TT-BKHCN dated on 26 May 2014 by Ministry of
Science and Technology on order and procedures for determining the scientific
and technological projects using state budget;
13) Circular No. 10/2014/TT-BKHCN dated on 30 May 2014 by Ministry of
Science and Technology on regulations of selection of organizations and
individuals performing the scientific and technological projects using state
budget;
14) Circular No. 01/VBHN-BKHCN, dated on 28 November 2014 by Minister of
Science and Technology on consolidated regulation of selection of organizations
and individuals performing the scientific and technological projects using state
budget;
15) Circular No. 05/2014/TT-BKHCN dated on 10 April 2014 by Ministry of
Science and Technology on issuance of "Sample contract for scientific research
and technological development”;
16) Handbook on implementation of the project of the Ministry of Planning and
Investment and the World Bank issued in 2011.
17) Decision No. 32/2015/QĐ-BKHCN dated on 12th November, 2015 by Ministry
of Science and Technology on approval of overall plan of technical assistance
project “Vietnam Climate Change Innovation Center – VCIC”.

3. Brief procedures of support for projects1
This table provides summary procedures of application, evaluation and implementation of
projects. Chapter II will provide detailed information.

1

The word "project" in this document is understood as the VCIC funded projects for enterprises.
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Steps

Contents

Duration*

“Proof of Application” Competition
Step 1
Call for PoC
application

Step 2
Reception and
Screening

Announcement of the POC competition is published on
portals of MOST, VCIC, newspapers and other media.
Organization or individuals submit project applications in
either Vietnamese or English (Form 1).
VCIC internal team evaluates project applications
(Form 3.1), based on criteria prescribed in Annex 1 and
summarizes individual ideas into a report (Form 3.2)
and arrives at a short list of applications for the next
round. A Safeguard screening is also conducted in this
Step to identify safeguard eligibility of applications for
VCIC support in accordance with VCIC’s Environment
and Social Management Framework (ESMF).

Step 3 – PreIncubation

20 – 30 days
since the
announcement

14 days from the
closing date of
the ‘call for
proposals’

2 – 3 months

Step 3.1
Pre-incubation
training, initial
mentoring and
advisory
support and
instructions on
development of
project’s full
proposals

Organizing a pre-incubation training course to provide
basic skills for businesses;
Provide shortlisted enterprises with initial mentoring
and advisory support;
One-week training on project’s full proposals;

10

7 – 10 working
days

Step 3.2
Enterprises’
development
and submission
of full project
proposals to
VCIC

Step 3.3
Establishment
of independent
Evaluation
Panels;

Applicants must submit two hard copies and one soft
copy of their full proposals in either Vietnamese or
English, including:
-

POC proposal (Form 2);

-

Estimated budget (Form 2.1);

-

CVs of key personnel (Form 2.2);

-

Proof of applicant’s and partners’ (if any)
outstanding achievements that are directly related to
the field of the proposal (patents, prizes, awards
etc.);

-

Company profile of project owner (ì any);

-

Memorandum of understanding between partners (if
any).

From 15 – 20
working days
from the end of
training on
development of
full project
proposals

1) Independent Evaluation Panels is established pursuant to
the regulations on independent Evaluation Panels (see
Annexes 3.1).
2) The Evaluation Panels evaluate projects’ proposals
(see Annexes and Forms, Form 3.2).
3) Evaluation Packages will be delivered to each
member of the Evaluation Panels 5 days before the
evaluation day, including:
- Scoring guidelines;
- Comment sheet for projects (Form 4.1 & Form
4.2).

Maximum 30
working days
since the
establishment of
the independent
panel.

4) Technical Secretary summarize results of projects
evaluation of each panel member and propose
summary results for projects (Form 5.1 & Form 5.2);
and Evaluation meeting minutes (Form 6)
5) Evaluation Panel submitted these documents to PMU.
Step 3.4
Assessment of
budget
estimates

For any project proposals selected for grants by
Evaluation Panels, PMU sets up an expert team of at least
three members to take responsibilities for verifying and
evaluating the appropriateness of the budget estimates
based on the assessment of the Evaluation Panel.
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10 working days
since the
submission of
sufficient
assessment
results to PMU

Step 3.5
Environmental
assessment of
selected
proposals
Step 3.6
Synthetization
and submission
of summary of
selection results
to MOST/WB

Environmental experts review, synthesize and submit the
environmental review report to VCIC (details in item 5,
chapter II).

PMU summarizes reports of Evaluation Panels
(assessment of project proposals, environment and social
review), and propose for grants;
PMU submits selected project proposals to MOST for
approval, and to WB for NOL.

Step 4
Makes project
grant decision

Having received MOST’s approval and WB’s NOL,
PMU makes its grant decision to selected projects.
PMU takes responsibility for publicizing the results of
project selection, and for posting this information on the
VCIC portal.

Step 5

1) VCIC works with legal representatives of projects for
agreement negotiation (Form 7).

Sign project
grant agreement 2) PMU signs the agreement with the legal
representative of selected project. The agreements
must be made in English and Vietnamese (4 hard
copies in English + 6 hard copies in Vietnamese)
Step 6
Incubation and
Commercializat
ion
Step 7
Disbursement

Step 8
Progress report

Training, mentoring and providing incubation
consultancy services;
Provide services for supporting business development and
commercialization.
- Request for transfer of funds (Form 8).
- TORs for hiring consultants (Form 11).

10 working days
since receipt of
budget estimates
assessment
report.
Maximum 10
working days
from receipt of
evaluation report
from
Environmental
experts
Maximum 10
working days
following grant
approvals and
NOL from WB
Maximum 14
working days
following grant
notification and
awarding

6 months – 3
years

- Statement of income, expenses and fund balance (Form
12)

Right after the
project
agreements are
signed.

Reports of progress of performance indicators or outputs
(Form 9) and quarterly financial reports (Form 10) need
to be conducted every 3 months.

3 months after
the project
agreements are
signed.
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Step 9
Completion of
projects

Step 10
Document
Archive and
database update

The completion report (Form 13), in Vietnamese and
English (4 hard copies in English + 6 hard copies in
Vietnamese), should be submitted to the VCIC (in case
the implementation of the project cannot be completed
according to the agreement, the enterprises must explain
the reason to VCIC and may request for extension).

At least 30 days
before the due
date of the grant
agreement.

Documents and materials related to project’s activities
will be archived as hard copies and updated into online
database of VCIC.

After the
completion of
the project

FINISH
* If there are any changes in the timeline, VCIC will announce to applicants in advance.
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CHAPTER II
APPLICATION, EVALUATION AND APPROVAL OF APPLICATION
1. Call for project applications
POC competition, held by VCIC, is designed to select innovations (technologies/business
models) that result in introduction/promotion of products/services, which have a multiplier
effect in helping Vietnam adapt/mitigate the climate change challenges. Announcement of
POC competition is published on portals of MOST, VCIC, newspapers and other media.
2. Preparation and submission of application
Stage 1: Application Submission “Proof of Application” Competition
-

Organizations or individuals submit project applications (Form 1). VCIC internal
team screens the project applications.

-

Based on evaluation of project applications, it makes a summary report and
shortlisted applications.

-

VCIC will support for each of the selected enterprises up to 3-month Pre-Incubation
support to develop full Project proposals that includes a Viable Business Model and
Technical/Market Feasibility for admittance into the incubation and
commercialization program, including potential seed funding.

Stage 2: Guidance on developing and completing essential documents. A package of
documents includes:
-

POC proposal (Form 2);

-

Estimated budget (Form 2.1);

-

CV of key personnel (Form 2.2);

-

Proof of ability of project;

-

Proof of applicant’s and partners’ (if any) outstanding achievements that are
directly related to the field of the proposal (patents, prizes, awards etc.);

-

Minutes of Understanding on partnership agreement with the partners (if any).

3. Required documents and eligible criteria for a PoC full proposal
3.1. Required documents:
Applicants must submit 2 hard copies and one soft copy of documentations listed below:
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Hard copy
No

Soft copy

Document

Remark
VN

1

Proposal Application

2

Collaboration
confirmation from
partners. If yes, specify:

Eng

VN

Eng

Proposal be
prepared
according to the
prescribed form
Optional

2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.

3

2.5.
Proof of applicant’s
and partners’ (if any)
outstanding
achievements that are
directly related to the
field of proposal
(patents,
prizes,
awards etc.). If yes,
specify in order of
importance:

Optional

3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.
3.5.

4

ToR
for
Environmental impact
assessment (EIA) or
environmental
protection
commitment (EPC) or
Environmental
Management
Plan
(EMP)

If required by
VCIC
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Application Process

1. Call for PoC’s
application

2. Reception and
Screening

3. Training, initial
consultancy support
and documentation
development guide

4. Development and
submission of project’s
full proposals

8. Agreement
signing

7. Notification of
grants and
awarding

6. Summary of
selection results
and report to
MOST/WB

5. Establishment
of independent
Evaluation Panels;

9. Incubation

10. Disbursement

11. Progressing
report

12. Acceptance
and summarize

3.2. Eligible criteria
No

1

Criteria

Objective

Description
Discovering organizations and individuals with PoC in climate
change responses for incubation and development of
technology concepts and feasible business models to create
potential positive impacts on the environment and community
through mitigation or adaptation to global climate change
challenges to provide funding.
Identify PoCs and business models to be funded should prove
their potential impacts on the environment and community
through the mitigation or adaptation of defined climate change
challenges.
The priority areas to be focused on in the project include:

2

Priority Areas
with examples of
main applications

1. Energy Efficiency: water/energy efficient machinery and
equipment, energy efficient manufacturing, transmission
and distribution, green work design and construction, green
construction materials;
2. Sustainable Agribusiness: new climate change resilient
crops and seeds, water/energy efficient irrigation systems,
climate friendly/energy efficient food processing
procedures, bio-pesticides, waste management, livestock
16

and byproduct management, afforestation and sustainable
land use practices.
3. Information technology: applied for clean-tech.
4. Water management and purification: clean water,
efficient irrigation, waste water treatment and recycling,
water use efficiency, desalination.
5. Renewable energy technologies: solar power applications,
wind energy generation, small hydropower plants, wave and
tidal energy, biogas, biofuel.
6. Other areas that are potential and in line with the
objectives of the National Strategy for climate change,
i.e. “to strengthen human and natural system resilience
to climate change, develop a low-carbon economy to
protect and enhance quality of life, ensure national
security and sustainable development in the context of
global climate change, and actively join the
international community to protect the earth's climate
system" will be eligible for the project’s funding.
Some types of projects are not eligible for funding, including:

3



Products or services are not a climate technology or clean
tech projects;



The company develops and commercially markets products
or services that do not occupy at least 51% of its equity at
the time of application;



Project proposals from governmental and foreign
governmental agencies or affiliates and non-governmental
organizations are not encouraged to participate in this
competition;



Projects that are currently being fully funded by another
organization, unless the term of funding is nearing
termination without promise for continuation.



Projects without an identified innovative component,
including direct import technology, installation, or other
activities and proven technology or business models that
already deployed in Vietnam.



Projects that focus on improving access to energy without
providing tangible benefits to Vietnam's green economy,

Project sectors,
types are not
prioritized
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such as implementing one-off projects for personal use;
and


4

Eligible applicants

Projects that focus on basic research and development (R
& D) for a product without a clearly identified market
demand or credible commercial prospects.

All Vietnamese individuals, organizations and consortiums
which were incorporated and operate in Vietnam are
encouraged to apply for grants (up to a maximum of
US$ 75,000) with one or more proposals. Start-up enterprises
(less than five years) in the field of clean technology and
climate change adaptation technology are given a priority.
Each applicant can submit more than one proposal in the same
call for application.

5

Grant duration

Not exceeding 12 months.

6

Partner
contribution

Proposals with higher partner contributions will be given
priority.

7

Submission
deadline

Application must be submitted on or before the deadline.

4. Proposal selection and evaluation
Establishment of Evaluation Panels
Selection for the PoC Grant shall be conducted by Independent Evaluation Panels consisting
of 5 independent experts, draw from the database of VCIC/MOST/WB in the 5 VCIC
priority areas. Each panel shall have at least 5 experts, including 3 core members (Business
incubation/Enterprise Specialist; Investment Expert; Expert on Technology
Commercialization/Technology Transfer) and 2 relevantly rotating members for each subsector based on the proposals received under the POC; there is at least 01 member from the
private sector, and priority given to female member. The Panel members should have no
conflict of interest in dealing with any of the submitted proposals. All the submitted PoC
Proposals in the same area will be evaluated by one set of Evaluation Panel members.
Evaluation principles of projects:
a) Transparency: Decision-making process of grant awards must be clearly
described and its documentation is accessible by interested organizations.
b) Equal treatment: All PoC proposals are equally treated without discrimination
against individuals (regardless of sex) or organizations.
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c) Competitive selection: All PoC proposals will be reviewed and selected through
a competitive selection process with specific criteria complying with VCIC
objectives without any exception.
Evaluation criteria
a) Creativity and innovation of the PoC proposal to meet the national climate
change challenges;
b) Competitiveness advantages/uniqueness of the business model;
c) Scalability, commercialization and market potentials;
d) Strength of Intellectual Property;
e) Impacts on environment and socio-economic aspects;
f) Feasibility and good risks management strategies;
g) Ability to cooperate with domestic and international partners;
h) Capacity of individual(s)/organization(s) proposing the project and capacity of
all team members;
i) Promotion of gender equality and women’s economic empowerment.
The marks allocated to each criterion and sub-criteria are shown in the Annex
4.1 and Annex 4.2.
Evaluation Process
1) Adoption of the administrative procedure of the evaluation panel meeting: VCIC
staff goes through the decision to establish the Evaluation Panel and adopt the
principles and regulations in the evaluation process. The chairman of the panel
then appoints an expert to work as the panel secretary.
2) Applicants are requested to briefly present their proposals before the Evaluation
Panel for a maximum of 20 minutes;
3) Following the presentation, Evaluation Panel members will ask questions,
discuss with the applicants to clarify proposal content to evaluate the proposals
correctly.
4) Evaluation Panel members holds close meetings for discussion on project
proposals. They then individually assess and score proposals following a scoring
scale of 100 points (Form 4.1 and 4.2);
5) The Panel Secretary collects and summarizes evaluation of members into a final
report (Form 5.1 and 5.2) and submits it to VCIC/PMU right after the Evaluation
Panel Meeting.
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5. Evaluation of project budget estimate
For any projects selected for grants by Evaluation Panels, PMU will form an expert team
of at least three members to take responsibilities for verifying and evaluating the
appropriateness of budget projections based on the assessment of the Evaluation Panel
for making the best use and cost-effectiveness of the supported grants.
6. Evaluation of impacts of projects on environment and society
This is done by VCIC’s experienced environmental experts
To manage potentially negative environmental and social impacts, project proposals will
be screened based on criteria of Environmental and Social Management Framework
(ESMF) of VCIC, which is published in website of VCIC. ESMF will eliminate
technologies which induce adverse environmental and social impacts. For project
proposals which create minor impacts, mitigation measure will be applied. An
environmental screening report is an integral part of VCIC/PMU decision of project
Grant.
7. Project Grant Decision
VCIC/PMU will summarize evaluation results, including evaluation of projects,
environmental screening reports to make decision, following the steps below:
-

Carry out the selection based on the points assessed by the Panel on the principle
of high to low points but not less than 70 points, and meet the environmental criteria.
VCIC/PMU will consult independent experts when in need for more advice in order
to make grant decision.

-

Make a proposal to MOST for approval on a list of proposed projects for grants;

-

Submit a No Objection request to WB;

-

Upon receiving a No Objection Letter of WB and MOST approval, VCIC/PMU will
make the decision on the selected projects for grants;

-

VCIC will notify applicants about the results of evaluation and final decision of
VCIC. Individual(s)/organization(s) received Grant will be provided with guidance
on the next steps. The lists of successful and non-successful applicants will be
published on VCIC website.

8. Grant Agreement signing
-

After the notification of projects receiving VCIC support, PMU negotiate and sign a
grant agreement with individual, organization who have projects selected for grants
(Form 7).

-

The agreement is a legal document acting as a basis for PMU’s final decision,
monitoring implementation and evaluating results/products of projects. Approved
project description is an integral part of the agreement.
20

9. Grant disbursement

Performance
certified

Submission of
progress report

AdvancePayment

Advance Payment Request

PMU/VCIC

Granted enterprises

-

Step 1. Making the first advance: following the signing of grant agreement,
selected project owners take the first advance of maximum 70% of the approved
grant value; the remaining amount of agreed grant will be disbursed in 2
subsequent installments based on actual progresses and achievements obtained
by enterprises as agreed upon and described in the agreement, as well as the
commitment of supported enterprises in making use of grants.

-

Step 2. Advance payment: Project owners implement agreed project activities,
financial disbursement, and make advance payment based on the agreed plans
approved by PMU; submit progress and financial reports, advance payment
vouchers according to the regulations of the grant agreement signed between
selected project owners and the PMU.

-

Step 3. Final acceptance and settlement: PMU certifies project owners’
performance, acceptance and finalizes financial settlement, and then disburses
the remaining grant amount (if any).
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CHAPTER III
IMPLEMENTATION AND MANAGEMENT OF PROJECTS
1. Plan and budget of projects
In the implementation process of projects, budget will be often used for the followings:


Labour and experts served for approved activities in the project proposals;



Consultant and non-consultant services;



Training programs and workshops;



Procurement of machinery, equipment and consumables related to the project;



Other activities such as registration of technology licenses, quality, prototype and
scientific certification, and intellectual property protection, media;



Development of products, business models and technology commercialization;



Direct incremental technology services related to the project activities;



Other related activities.

The process of using budget to implement the above tasks shall subject to regulations in
Annex 1 “Guidance on eligible expenditures for projects”
In order to fulfill these tasks, projects should do the followings:


Working out of the work plan using the Form of Overall Work Plan (Form 2.3);



Formulation of budget estimates and regulations on Eligible Expenditures prescribed
in the Appendix 1 on the "Guidance on Expenditures". Projects will receive grants
only after the Agreement has been signed between the Project Implementing Agency
and the PMU.



Preparation for procurement plan for equipment and services: This includes
procurement and consultancy packages submitted to the PMU for approval. Projects
will procure or sign service agreements only when the Procurement Plan has already
been approved by the PMU.

2. Guidelines for projects on procurement
The procurement for the grants will be done using “Commercial Practices” in accordance
with paragraph 3.13 of the World Bank procurement guidelines for private sector entities (on
VCIC’s website). The PMU may constitute a panel of two to carry out due diligence on the
cost to ensure value for money is achieved. In addition, Independent audit may be used to
evaluate procurement activities of projects.
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“Commercial practices” means using an established private sector way of conducting their
purchases or using three quotations or direct contracting depending on the value or available
source of the goods. While the Grantee is allowed to be flexible, VCIC can ensure the ‘value
for money’ by conducting due diligence on the price to ensure that it compares with open
market price.
In case there is any serious fraud and corruption in the process of procurement, PMU will
reclaim the Grant of those errors.
3. Financial management of projects
Projects will establish and maintain an accounting and financial management system, and
develop financial statements complying with Vietnamese accounting standards. The project
owner will establish and maintain a designated account to receive the project funding.
Projects will archive all project related documents, receipts, accounting books and follow
appropriate internal control procedures to ensure the accuracy and reliability of their
accounting and financial reports.
The accounting system should allow for easy monitoring of revenues, additional sources of
funding, the expenditures related to the project grant.
4. Projects’ spending
Projects’ owners should utilize the grant funding in accordance with the activities as
described in the VCIC approved plan and budget. The funds will be disbursed to the projects
upon meeting the agreed milestones specified in the grant agreement. Projects’ accountants
are responsible for archiving all income and expenditure statements, stamping “Paid by the
Grant of VCIC” on all receipts of activities using the Grant of VCIC to avoid doublepayment. Projects’ owners need to approve the spending request and the payment which was
made. Otherwise the payment will become invalid and not be included in the financial
statements.
5. Internal financial control of projects
To meet the requirements of internal financial control, the projects need to follow:
a) Cash management
The project owners shall conduct cash management in accordance with the
Vietnamese accounting rules and regulations related to cash management. The
project owner shall maintain a separate project account from personal accounts.
Any receipts and expenditures statement occurred without informing
VCIC/PMU should be accounted for within an appropriate time. These
adjustments should be made by projects’ accountant with the approval of projects’
owners.
b) General regulation of spending using projects’ budget
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Spending shall follow approved working plans and estimated budgets and have
valid supporting documents as per Vietnamese rules and regulations.
Only eligible expenses under the provisions of this Manual can receive payment.
The payment will be carried out in accordance with the approved budget, except
the circumstances mentioned in Item 6 below.
c) Payment methods
All payments should be carried out via bank transfer unless bank transfer is not
available or paying for small expense of less than 20,000,000 VND for which the
cash management procedures apply.
d) Filing of accounting books and financial documents
Projects’ owners shall ensure that accounting books and financial documents of projects are
regularly updated and original documents are safely archived by the projects’ implementing
agencies. The project owners shall maintain receipts and financial documentation in
accordance to Vietnamese rules and regulations.
6. Project’s budget adjustment
a) The project owner may reallocate funds among budget categories if (a) The
reallocation does not exceed 10% of each budget item, and (b) The total project
allocated budget does not increase. These adjustments are not required to be
approved by VCIC but must be reflected in the financials and progress reports.
Amendment/Adjustment (if any) must be notified to VCIC within 7 working
days since the budget adjustment.
b) Any budget revision involving more than 10% of a budget item due to changes
in the implementation plan or significant delays in project implements requires
VCIC approval in writing;
7. Project’s audit and settlement
a) Project’s independent audit: PMU may hire an independent auditor to audit
projects on an annual basis. With regard to projects carried out under a year,
VCIC may assign an internal auditor to audit projects before liquidation of each
project.
b) Project’s settlement: After project completion, VCIC will check and approve
projects’ settlement reports. VCIC takes responsibility for reporting to MOST
projects’ settlement in accordance to the State’s ODA management.
8. Reporting
Projects’ owners are responsible for submitting progress and financial reports using the
template provided by PMU. This information will be analyzed to draw the lessons of success
and failure of the VCIC projects.
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a) Progress report
Based on schedule and expected outcomes of projects as prescribed in the agreements
between the PMU and projects, projects’ owners shall submit quarterly reports on brief
progress and KPIs to VCIC within the first 10 days of the following quarter during the
implementation period. VCIC will consider these progress reports as the basis and decide
whether the projects continue to receive the Grant. Progress reports shall be timely, concise
and consistent with the description of projects.
b) Financial report
Projects will submit financial reports on mid-term and at completion of the projects. Based
on the financial reports, VCIC will monitor actual expenditure of projects and decide
whether the projects continue to receive Grant. Financial reports shall be submitted to VCIC
no later than 10 days after the midterm or completion of the projects.
In case of any discrepancies in reporting by irregularities or deficiencies (such as
irregularities in results delivery, poor management, unable to reach important project
milestones, not allowing VCIC officers to visit and monitor the projects, etc.), VCIC/PMU
will stop granting projects, and the used Grant may be required to payback.
c) Project completion report
The completion report (Form 13) shall be submitted to the VCIC not later than 30 days after
the due date of the agreement.
In case the implementation of the project cannot be completed by the due date of the
agreement, projects’ owners must request for extension and explain the reason to the VCIC
at least 30 days before the due date of the agreement. VCIC will review and make the final
decision on request for extension of projects in 15 working days.
d) Exceptional reporting
In case of sudden changes to the project scope and implementation plan, projects’ owners
are responsible for promptly report to the VCIC. The VCIC will review the report and
respond to the enterprises in no more than 10 working days.
9. Monitoring of project progress
Monitoring and supervising projects are regular activities during the implementation of
projects to ensure that projects’ activities are implemented and managed timely and most
effectively. This work will also help relevant agencies quickly and promptly resolve
difficulties and problems which projects encountered during the implementation process.
Project owners are provided with two short progress report templates (see the Form 9.1 and
9.2 below) for the enterprises to complete and submit to VCIC within the first 10 days of
the following quarter for progress evaluation and reporting to WB.
10. Mid-term review
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VCIC will conduct a mid-term review of each project. Depending on the project duration,
VCIC will inform of the mid-term review to each enterprise about 1 week before the visit.
The content of monitoring is mainly focused on:
a) Management of project
Review and evaluate the effectiveness of the administrative apparatus of project, the
cohesion of cooperation between relevant partners, understanding the difficulties and
listening recommendations of the project leader.
b) Implementation progress
Review and evaluate implemented activities based on approved working plan and
the estimated outcomes as prescribed in the agreement with VCIC.
c) Disbursement
Check expenses, accounting books and documents relating to the financial management
of projects.
d) Project’s outcome monitoring:
Preliminary examination, the ability to achieve the expected results of the projects based on
qualitative, quantitative indicators and agreements between VCIC and projects.
11. Completion of project
Projects will follow the agreed duration. Projects may be completed or extended before or
after this duration. In case of extension, VCIC’s written approval is required as mentioned
in Item 8.c above.
The project is recognized as completed when the operation of the project and financial
activities of the project have been completed.
a) Completion of operation
A project is considered as operationally completed when all tasks in the approved plan are
implemented and all the indicators are achieved. Project owners should notify VCIC about
the time when project is operationally completed. This notice should enclose a financial
report indicating the amount of funds spent until the reporting date and the amount of funds
expected to be spent in the remaining time.
Requirements of completion of operation:
Before issuing a declaration of project’s operational completion, project’s owners need to
ensure that:
-

All project experts have completed their tasks and all technical reports have
been collected and submitted;

-

All agreements were completed and liquidated in accordance with
regulations.
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-

All outstanding debts need to be estimated and carefully recorded in the
project accounts for liquidity later;

-

All project equipment purchased has been installed, tested and operated;

-

Submit the final report (including final outcomes against the committed
indicators) and project’s financial statements to VCIC.

Upon completion of the project, the project owner will keep the all the VCIC funded
assets:
b) Completion of finance
A project is considered as financially completed when all financial transactions are approved
by VCIC and minutes of completion shall be prepared where the two parties agreed that the
project is completed, all outputs are delivered, all financial transactions are recorded and
reported, and all outstanding balances are refunded/ cleared. Project’s completion of finance
should be done within 3 months from the completion of operation.
Project owners need to close the designated account opened for the project and return to
VCIC any remaining funds and income interest earned (if any).
12. Corruption and Fraud
Organizations and individuals that receive Grant must ensure that projects are carried out in
accordance with the provisions of the World Bank and Vietnamese Government on anticorruption and anti-fraud referred in the Part 4: Financial Management and VCIC
Project Operations Manual (POM).
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PROCEDURE SUMMARY
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13. Grievance resolution procedures
Claim request

VCIC, MOST
Receive and transfer
submit claim request to
Evaluation Panel

Submit claim
request

VCIC receive Panel’s
justification/explanation
of evaluation results

Notify to projects

Accept the
notification?

No
Yes

Decide whether a Review
Panel is established

Claim requested
resolved
Notify to projects
No

Accept the
notification?

Yes

Submit claim request to
MOST

VCIC receive the results
of evaluation

Submit claim request to
Administrative Court

Final decision of
Administrative Court

Claim requested
resolved
Claim requested
resolved
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Explanation
Maximum 5 working
days following the grant
notification, if projects
do not satisfy with the
results, they need to
submit claim request to
VCIC.
Maximum 5 working
days, Evaluation Panel
will submit
justification/explanation
of the evaluation results
to VCIC.
Maximum 5 working
days, since project
receive the notification
Maximum 10 working
days,
MOST
will
establish a Review
Panel to re-evaluate
project proposals

Maximum 5 working
days,
after
the
notification,
project
owner can submit claim
request
to
Administrative Court
Final
decision
of
Administrative Court is
final decision

ANNEXES AND FORMS
Annex 1:
Guidance on eligible expenditures for projects
I. Eligible expenditures
Principle
Eligible expenses are those direct and “incremental expenses 2 ” incurred for the
implementation of project activities that are directly related to and necessary for research
and producing the results described in the approved proposal. “incremental expenses”
specifically means those expenses which would not be incurred if the sub-grantee was not
implementing the VCIC approved project activities. Only post-agreement costs are
accounted as eligible expenses which must be documented with invoices, receipts,
timesheets, etc. Recurrent activities related to regular business activities being carried out
by the project implementing party are not funded.
Type of eligible expenditures
As mentioned above, under this project are considered as eligible expenditures direct and
incremental cost incurred for implementation of projects including costs of labor, hiring
external experts, non-consulting services, consultant’s services, trainings and workshops,
project related machinery, equipment, and consumables, and other relevant costs such as
technology licensing, quality assurance, testing and scientific validation, intellectual
property right protection (IPR), development and commercialization (such as the provision
of a license, certificate, for scaling up production of a technology); technology extension
services directly related to activities described in the project proposal.
Eligible expenditures must be properly supported with supporting documentation.
No projects’ staff cost, overhead, land, civil works or housing will be funded.
Explanation of cost:
1) Labor costs: Direct labor costs that are incremental due to the implementation of
the project.
2) External experts: are those who hired by the enterprises to support implementation
of the project based on contractual agreements. The experts are not official staff of
the enterprises.
3) Consultant services: The grant only covers consultant costs directly served to the
project.

Specific incremental expenses are expenses that cannot incur if the VCIC-approved project’s activities are
not carried out
2
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4) Non consulting services: Cost for renting or hiring (by contracts) third parties to
provide necessary services to implement project activities, including training and
skill development sessions (domestic and international).
5) Project-related consumables and equipment
-

Materials and goods for research activities

-

Small scale research and/or production equipment

-

Costs for hardware/software, operation, transportation, etc. required for the
project.

-

Costs of materials and goods including those required for the operation,
repair or maintenance of equipment required for the project.

-

Projects may purchase equipment required to carry out the project, respecting
the World Bank procurement procedures and their internal procurement
regulations.

-

All equipment financed by the grant must be ordered or purchased after the
approval date of the project grant agreement.

6) Other relevant costs: (Licensing, certification, etc.)
-

Cost for technology/patent search/licensing, twining arrangements and other
relevant costs;

-

Costs for publication, dissemination, protection and patenting, etc., which
cannot be classified under the previous cost items but are required for the
project implementation;

-

Travel costs to participate in domestic and international training,
conferences, workshops, exhibitions and trade promotion relating to the
project implementation including domestic and international travel at
economy class, visa and social security or other insurance costs relating to
the travel period, participation fees, reasonable accommodation and other
subsistence costs. International travel’s purpose and plan required for the
project activities must be submitted to VCIC for clearance one month prior
to the trip.
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Annex 2:
Guidance for establishment of Evaluation Panel
The decisions on funding of the project will base on the final conclusions and
recommendations of the external Evaluation Panel (hereinafter referred to as the Evaluation
Panel) established by VCIC after consultation with and consented by the World Bank.
The Evaluation Panel shall work in an objective and a transparent manner to provide
conclusions and recommendations on the projects, then awarding PoC grants to projects
participating in the “Proof-of-Application” contest. Hence it is important for VCIC to
establish Independent Evaluation Panels that evaluates all the Project Proposals developed
by the PoC enterprises, who have successfully completed the Pre-Incubation process.
The Evaluation Panel includes prestigious experts with relevant expertise and qualifications
in the VCIC’s five focused sectors, mobilized from research agencies, universities, venture
capital and angel investing communities, businesses, organizations, and policy-making
bodies. VCIC/PMU finalizes the list of members of the Evaluation Panel in consultation
with WB.
The Evaluation Panel is responsible for the results of evaluation, appraising project and
making conclusions as well as recommendations for additional information for VCIC to
prepare a shortlist of proposals to be funded.
List of projects funded will be published by the VCIC after receiving MOST approval and
WB "no objection”.
1. Selection of experts and establishment of Evaluation panel
Panel members are selected from VCIC, MOST and World Bank expert databases. An
Evaluation Panel comprises of at least 5 members in which 3 of them are core members and
the other 2 are relevantly rotating ones based on the project proposals received under the
PoC. There will be a Chair and panel members with at least 01member from the private
sector, and priority given to women in the followings sectors:
Core members include:
1) 1 expert in Business Incubation/Start-up;
2) 1 expert in Technology Commercialization/Technology transfer;
3) 1 expert in Innovation Investment;
Rotating members include:
4) 02 independently rotating experts for each sub-sector based on the proposals
received under the POC.
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Depending on actual demand during evaluation, the number of members in the Evaluation
Panel may be increased or adjusted to ensure the appropriateness, practicality, and continuity
during the evaluation process.
VCIC Staff (CEO, Project Coordinator and VCIC’s internal experts) will not be a part of the
Evaluation Panel, but they will work as an administrative secretary to provide all
administrative and logistic support during the evaluation process.
2. Conflict of interest and information security
Evaluation Panel members conduct appraisal of proposals based on the content, evaluation
conclusions of the reviewers and predetermined evaluation criteria.
In the process of selecting panel members, VCIC is responsible for ensuring that these
members must have no conflict of interest when dealing with a submitted proposal. The
panel members also pledge to notify VCIC whenever there is a conflict of interest arising in
the process of implementing. When notified, the fund will make the necessary intervention
to remove the conflict of interest that was discovered.
VCIC and panel members commit to keeping the confidentiality of the information
presented in PoC proposals and review processes and results.
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Annex 2.1:
Guidance on evaluation of projects
1. Project review and screening then submission to Evaluation Panel
Before the evaluation, all proposals should be screened for the eligibility of documents. Only
valid documents are forwarded to the Evaluation Panel to consider before organizing a
consultation panel meeting. Other relevant documents (criteria and scoring forms) and
additional materials will be forwarded to the panel members with the project proposals.
2. Evaluation activities
Chairman of Evaluation Panel is responsible for hosting and moderating the meeting session.
A panel secretary who is appointed by the panel takes responsibility for taking minutes of
the meeting and record any comments and feedback at the meeting.
VCIC will act as an administrative secretary to provide all administrative and logistic
support during the evaluation process.
Evaluation steps include the followings:
Step 1. Evaluation Panel meeting
-

The Administrative Secretary goes through the Decision on the establishment of
Evaluation Panel, the eligibility and validity of project proposals, and evaluation
criteria.

-

The Chairperson will appoint a panel secretary;

-

The Chairman will brief the meeting agenda, unify additional requirements,
criteria and scoring sheet.

-

Individual(s)/organization(s) with proposals are requested to briefly present the
project proposal to the Evaluation Panel (maximum of 20 minutes).

-

Evaluation Panel members will then raise questions for any clarification and/or
justifications of individual(s)/organization(s) with proposals.

-

Individual(s)/organization(s) with proposals answer these questions. After
receiving the answers of individual(s)/organization(s) with proposals, if no more
questions are addressed, Evaluation Panel will start their private discussion.

-

Each Evaluation Panel member presents their evaluation opinions.

Step 2. The evaluation of project proposals
Each Evaluation Panel members completes the individual assessments and scoring of
proposals (form 4.1 or 4.2).
Step 3. Consolidation of evaluation
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The evaluation panel conclusions are presented in the “Meeting minutes” and “Summary of
score sheets by evaluation panel members” (Form 5.1 or 5.2) for VCIC to review and
consider grant awards.
The evaluation conclusions including evaluation scores and comments of the evaluation
panel are notified to individual(s)/organization(s) with proposals after completing appraisal
and approval.
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Annex 2.2.
Guidelines for scoring projects
Eligibility Criteria
The Evaluation Panel will take a vote on each of the proposal to decide if they qualify to
meet the following basic requirements, which are a must to qualify for the PoC Grant
Support:


Can the proposed project idea be qualified as an Innovation (technology/business
model)?



If the Innovation is successful will it result in introduction/promotion of
products/services, in helping Vietnam adapt/mitigate the climate change
challenges?



Does the proposed product/service have the potential for a ‘multiplier effect’ in
making several hundred/thousands/millions of users contribute to Vietnam’s effort
in adapting/mitigating the climate change challenges?

If the answer to any one of the above 3 questions is a ‘No’ and there is a consensus (or a
majority voting) to confirm the same, by the members of the Evaluation Panel, then the PoC
Proposal may be disqualified and it is not necessary to proceed with the detailed evaluation
by the Panel.
Evaluation criteria
The evaluation criteria of projects are developed to ensure organizations and individuals
with PoC in climate change responses for incubation and development of technology
concepts and feasible business models to create potential positive impacts on the
environment and community through mitigation or adaptation to global climate change
challenges will be well funded.
Important criteria:
a) Creativity and innovation of the PoC proposal to meet the national climate
change challenges;
b) Competitiveness advantages/uniqueness of the business model;
c) Scalability, commercialization and market potentials;
d) Strength of Intellectual Property;
e) Impacts on environment and socio-economic aspects;
f) Feasibility and good risks management strategies;
g) Ability to cooperate with domestic and international research and development
organizations and enterprises;
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h) Capacity of individual(s)/organization(s) proposing the PoC and capacity of all
team members;
i) Promotion of gender equality and women’s economic empowerment.
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Form 1: VCIC PoC Application Form
For VCIC use only
Date of receipt: ……………..
Received by: ……………….
Reference No: …………..
1. Company details (name, website, address/location)
<write here>
2. Name of applications
<write here>
3. Applied area:
Energy efficiency;
Sustainable agriculture;
change related technologies;
Water management and purification;
Others (specific)

IT for clean tech/climate

Renewable energy technology;

4. Brief description of the product/service:
a) What is the problem/challenge you are trying to solve with your
product/service?
b) How is the proposed product/service innovative?
c) What is the socio-economic impact of your product/service?
d) What is the climate impact of your product/service?
5. What are the challenges that you are facing?
6. What kind of support are you looking for from VCIC?
…………, date (…../……/…….)
Applicant
(Name & Signature)
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Form 2: Project proposal

PROJECT PROPOSAL

For VCIC only
Date of receipt: ……………..
Received by: ……………….
Reference No: …………..

A. General information
1. Company details (name, website, address/location)

2. Representative details (name, email, phone number)

3. Applied area of the project:
Energy efficiency;

Sustainable agriculture;

IT for clean tech/climate change

related technologies;
Water management and purification;

Renewable energy technology;

Others (specify): ..................................
4. Title of the proposed project:
5. Timeline
From month …. year ………. to month …….. year ……….
6. Estimated budget:
Total project budget: ……………….VND (equivalent to: ……… USD),
including:
1. Grant
requested
………………USD);d

from

VCIC:

……………….VND

(equivalent

to

- In words:
2. Other sources of funds: (this amount may be from self-financed source of applicant, or
from application partner contribution):
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In cash: …………………….VND (equivalent to: ……………….USD)
In kind including (detailed description including types and categories): …………………..
(and equivalent to: ...................VND or ............... USD).

B. Project description
1. An overview of the technological innovativeness and market potential in the
proposed project
(Write here: max 500 words)
2. Rationale/justification for the proposed project (Describe the relevance and
innovation of the technology for incubation and acceleration, and a viable business model)
<Write here: max 500 words>
3. Objectives and expected outputs
- Overall goal:
- Specific objectives:
- Expected outputs and outcomes: (result indicators)
4. Description of the project implementation/methodology, and locations of the project
<Write here: max 1000 words>

5. Project implementation work plan and proposed timeline (Describe the activities
needed to achieve the expected outputs and outcomes with a clear planned time schedule,
the methodology/approach to fulfill the plan; and the resources mobilized; Define any
problems, difficulties or challenges that need to be overcome/ solved in order to achieve the
project objectives).

<Write here: max 1000 words>
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Table 1: Main activities of the project
No

Key activity

Starting time

Ending time

(Day/Month/Year)

(Day/Month/Year)

Expected outputs
and indicators

1
2
3
C. Technology innovation/New business model and intellectual property (IP) rights
1. Technology innovation or new business model (describe the technology/new business
model that will be developed/upgraded /adapted, innovative ideas that bring positive effects
on the environment and contribution to climate change resilience; what will be the multiplier
effects from this proposed project (i.e. the product or service developed from this project
needs to have the potential to be used by several million of beneficiaries, resulting in climate
change benefits any time they use the product or service).
<Write here: max 500 words>

2. Current status of IP of the project (Describe the current IP status. If applicable,
describe the potential for registration of the new patents. Describe how the new IP will
be shared among project team and/or other partners)
<Write here: max 250 words>

3. Technical and Commercial Feasibility (Products/services developed contribute to
energy savings, reduce energy, etc., Also describe the commercial feasibility of the
products/services or new business model)
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< Write here: max 400 words >
4. Environmental, quality and occupational safety standards (Environmental
commitments, certificates of production safety standards, ensuring emission and chemical
input in the allowable thresholds, occupational safety, etc.)
< Write here: max 250 words >
5. Promotion of gender equality and women’s economic empowerment (Businesses with
women in senior management positions or businesses with at least 50% female laborers;)

Yes

No

D. Implementation capacity of the applicant team
1. Capacity of the implementation team (Brief information on the Capacity of the project
implementation team’s experience/ skills/ strengths in term of R&D, technology transfer,
technology commercialization, project implementation/management)

< Write here: max 500 words>
Table 2: Key team for the project implementation (maximum 10 people)
No

Name of team
members

Organization

Brief experience

Role in the
project
<Team leader>

1
2
3

2. Capacity of partners involved in the implementation (Provide information on related
partners cooperating in the project implementation, including technical capacity, form of
cooperation, objective of the cooperation, roles and responsibilities of each partner,
availability of resources for contribution)
< Write here: max 300 words >
Table 3: Partnership agreement
No

Name of
Partner

Form of
cooperation

Content of
cooperation
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Contribution
(funding, labor,
technology,
commercialization)

1
2
3
3. Facilities for project implementation (Capacity of human resources, infrastructure,
coordination of project partners) (if any).
<Write here: max 250 words>

E. Analysis on benefits, economic and social effectiveness of the proposed project for
technological incubation, commercialization and business development
1. Description of your value proposition (What makes your product/service/technology
unique in comparison to what is available in current market)
<Write here: max 250 words>

2. Expected technological benefits of project (Benefits in terms of science and
technology, quantified expected results on patent/utility solution)
<Write here: max 250 words>

3. Socio-Economic benefits of the project (Potential cost reduction of the product/service,
expected mobilization of local materials and, production cost, level of competitiveness
compared with existing similar technologies on the market, number of beneficiaries if the
innovative technology is successful commercialized, the number of jobs created, etc.)
<Write here: max 300 words>

4. Environmental impact.
< Write here: max 150 words >
F. Risk management
1. Defining the potential risks and mitigation measures before and during project
implementation

< Write here: max 100 words >
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Table 4: Risk analysis
(provide a list of potential risks and your proposed management actions in the table
below)
No

Risk
description

Project
impact

Probability*

Management/
Mitigation
responses

Person/
Organization
in Charge

1
2
3
(*): Probability of Occurrence: (1) Very unlikely to occur / (2) likely to occur / (3) Very
likely to occur.

G. Sustainability, commercialization potentials (Maximum 750 words)
1. Describe the sustainability of the project process, outcomes and impacts after project
completion (measures, resources will be mobilized)
<Write here: max 300 words>
2. Commercialization potentials (Indicate potential markets for the product / process /
technology; Describe factors, level of market competitiveness, distribution channels,
consumption, technology commercialization)
<Write here: maximum 300 words>
H. Estimation of project budget
Budget estimates are projected in accordance with some regulations of the Ministry of
Finance and PMU based on World Bank regulations (use the Table 5 below).
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Table 5. Estimated budget
No

Item

I

Incremental direct labour
costs

II

External experts

III

Consultant services

IV

Non-consultant services

V

Project related
consumables and
equipment

VI

Other relevant costs

Unit

Quantity

Unit
price

Total
amount

Total:

………………, Date ( …../…../……….)
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Form 2.1: Estimated budget
Overall plan
Project ID: …………………………………..( For the project donor )

Main activities of the proposed project

No

Activities

Estimated
budget (VND)

Source of Budget
VCIC grant

1

2

3

4

Total

-
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Counterpart fund

Starting time
(Day/Month/Year)

Ending time
(Day/Month/Year)

Name of
specialists

Expected
output

EXPLAINATION OF EXPENSE3
No

I

Content

Unit

Component 1

1.1

Activity 1

1.2

Activity 2

II

Component 2

…

…
Total:

3

Detailed content of activities with expected expenses.
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Quantity

Unit price

Total
amount

Form 2.2: Applicant profile

APPLICANT PROFILE
PROJECT TEAM LEADER:
PROJECT TEAM MEMBER:
1. Full name:
2. Date of birth:

3. Gender:

5. Position:
6. Address:
7. Tel. Office:
8. Fax:

; Home:

; Mobile:
E-mail:

9. Organization – where the project team leader works:
Name of organization:
Name of director:
Mobile of director:
Office location:
10. Education:
Level

Institution

Major

Graduation year

University
MA/MSc
Doctor
11. Work history:

Date ( From..to..)

Position

Organization

Location

12. Number of industrial property right protection titles ( Relevant to the proposed project, if
any)
No.

Name of tittle

Institution and year
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1
2

13. Number of projects (technology, business model, start-ups,…) applied in practice ( relating
to this proposed project only - if any)

No.

Name of project

Form, scale, place

Time ( Beginning-Ending)

1
2

14. Business capacity :
- Number of hired employees:
-Objectives to achieve when participating in the projects:-

15. Awards (Science and Technology, product quality,.. relevant to the project)
No.

Content and Model

Date of awarding

16. Achievements of Science and Technology work and business experience (relevant to this
project, if available)
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......., Day ....... Month .... Year 20.......
APPLICANT
(name
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& signature)

Form 3.1: Summary evaluation of the Proof-of-Application proposal
SUMMARY EVALUATION OF THE PROOF-OF-APPLICATION
PROPOSAL

(Group of experts evaluating the ….PoC, day … month …year 20..)
Title of the proposed project:
…….………………………………………………………………
Application ID: ……………………..
Content:

1

Evaluation criteria4
Feasibility of the application;

2

Innovativeness of the application ;

3

Strength of IP, Scalability, commercialization and market
potentials;

4

Ability to cooperate with domestic and international partners;

5

Capacity of individual(s)/organization(s) proposing the
application and capacity of all team members

No.

1

2

3

4

Total:
Suggestion of VCIC team: Continue:
YES
/ NO
(pass if the total score from 5 criteria is at least more than 15 points).
Comments of the VCIC team: to provide justifications/ explanation for the evaluation
results, along the lines of the key screening criteria (for example the Innovativeness of the
PoC; Ability to obtain patents; Feasibility and multiplier effects etc.)
Day.....month.....year 20...
(Team leader, signature and full name)

4

Criteria is scored against a 5-level ranking with 1 is very poor; 2 is poor; 3 is average; 4 is good; and 5 is
excellent.
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5

Form 3.2: List of PoC Application

LIST OF PROOF OF APPLICATION
(PoC call on: day …. month … year 20..)

#

PoC ID

Company
name

Team
leader

Contact
(Tel/Email)

Project
description

Sector

1
2
3
4
5
…
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Stage
(revenue/porotype
/concept

Location

Women
represented
(Y/N)

Website

Total
score

Suggestion
of VCIC
(selected/not
selected

Form 4.1: Scoring form for evaluation panel member (Project group A: Incubation)

SCORING FORM FOR EVALUATION PANEL MEMBER
INCUBATION (GROUP A)
Full Name of evaluator: …………………….

1. Project tittle:
2. ID number
2. Information of applicant
Applicant organization/company:
Name of the project team leader:
3. Evaluation criteria:
I. Innovativeness and Intellectual
Maximum
Description
property (40)
score
Strength of intellectual property
Describe current intellectual
property status, ability to
10
obtain
patents/effective
solution, or equivalents
Innovativeness

Describe
technology
or
business/service
model
developed/ enhanced for
adaptation
Innovativeness related to
mitigation or response to
climate change
Effectiveness
Save
energy,
reduce
fuel/material
waste
and
enhance
productivity
of
technology
or
business
activities
Meeting requirements of
Environmental commitments,
environment/quality
certificates
of
safety
production, ensuring emission
and chemical input within the
permitted thresholds
Comments and feedback to Criteria I:
II. Commercialization (25)
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15

10

5

Evaluatio
n score

Go-to market potential

Commercial readiness

Socio-economic impact

Competitiveness

Potentiality of transferring
technology or expanding
business model
Level of product completion,
technologies, business
solutions, plans for building
identification, trademarks.
The maximum capacity of
volume of product in the
market.
Expected total quantity or
market share of products
How
is
the
proposed
products/services compared to
existing and/or potential
competitors?

Sustainability of technology and Growth potential of technical
solution
resources, technology life
span

5

5

5

5

5

Comments and feedback to Criteria II:

III. Implementation capacity (35)

Team

Partnerships

Feasibility of implementation plan

Summary experiences, results
of the applicant in developing
research,
technology
transfer,
technology
commercialization/business,
project implementation and
management capacity.
Clear
partner
profiles,
including
implementation
capacity,
form
of
cooperation,
objectives,
function of each partner,
willingness to contribute
resources and take part in the
project.
Indicates the ability to
provide human resources,
infrastructure facilities,
coordination between units
implementing the project.
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5

5

5

Financial capability

Provide evidence of capital
contribution/
financial
capacity to implement the
project

5

Identify potential risks;
impacts; and mitigation
solutions

5

Promotion of Gender equality and Business with a female
women’s economic empowerment
director/ women in senior
positions, minimum 50%
female labourers; Business
with products having positive
impacts on liberation of
women’s labor

5

Risk management

Post project sustainability

Capacity to mobilize and
develop
resources
for
sustaining and scaling up
projects

5

100

Total
Comment and evaluation to Criteria III:

Final evaluation:
- Strengths:

- Weakness:

Notes: Experts are encouraged to add comments and feedback other than the above
recommendation;

Experts’ recommendations
Funding

Reject

Justifications for the recommendations:
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Day.....month.....year 20...
(Experts sign and seal)
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Form 4.2: Scoring form for evaluation panel member (Project group B:
Commercialization)

SCORING FORM FOR EVALUATION PANEL MEMBER
GROUP B – COMMERCIALIZATION
0ull name of evaluator: …………………….
1. Project title:

2. Information of applicant
Applicant organization/company:
Name of principle personnel/project team leader:
3. Evaluation criteria:
I. Innovativeness and Intellectual
property (25)
Strength of intellectual property

Innovativeness

Effectiveness

Meeting requirements for environment,
quality and occupational safety

Evaluator’s comment
Maximum
and remarks
score
Describe
current
intellectual
property
status, ability to obtain
7
patents/effective solution,
or equivalents
Describe technology or
business/service model
developed/ enhanced for
adaptation.
7
Innovativeness related to
mitigation or response to
climate change
Save
energy,
reduce
fuel/material wasting and
enhance productivity of
6
technology or business
activities
Environmental
commitment, certificates of
safety
production,
ensuring emission and
5
chemical input within the
permitted
thresholds,
occupational safety

Evaluation for Criteria I:
II. Commercialization (40)
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Evaluation
score

Market capacity and ability to transfer
technology and/or scale up business
models
Commercialization readiness

Socioeconomic Impacts

Competitiveness
Technology sustainability/ solution

Potentiality of transferring
technology or expanding
business model
Level
of
completing
products,
technology,
business
solution,
brandings, etc.
The maximum capacity of
volume of product in the
market.
Expected total quantity or
market share of products
Customers/ Number of
Potential customers
Ability
to
mobilize
technical
resources:
technical life cycle

10

8

8

7

7

Comment and evaluation to Criteria II:

III. Implementation capacity (35)
Experiences, results of the
applicant in developing
Implementation capacity of the research,
technology
applicant
(individuals
and/or transfer,
technology
organization).
commercialization/business,
project implementation and
management capacity.
Counterparts
Clear partner profiles,
including implementation
capacity,
form
of
cooperation,
objectives,
function of each partner,
willingness to contribute
resources and take part in
the project.
Feasibility of implementation plan
Indicate ability to supply
human
resources,
infrastructure, cooperation
of counterparts
Financial capability
Provide evidence of capital
contribution/
financial
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5

5

5
5

capacity to implement the
project
Risk management

Identify potential risks;
impacts; and mitigation
solutions

5

Promotion of Gender Equality and Business with a female
women’s economic empowerment
director/ women in senior
positions, minimum 50%
female labourers; Business
with
products
having
positive
impacts
on
liberation of women’s labor

5

Post project sustainability

Capacity to mobilize and
develop
resources
for
sustaining and scaling up
projects

5

100

Total
Comment and evaluation to Criteria III:

Final evaluation:
- Strengths:

- Weakness:

Notes: Experts are able to add comment, petition other than the above recommendation;
Experts’ petition
Funding

No funding

Recommendation/justification for recommendations:

Day.... month.....year 20...
(Experts sign and seal)
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Form 5.1: Summary of the Panel’s evaluation results of Group A
(Incubation project proposals)
SUMMARY OF THE PANEL’S EVALUATION RESULTS OF GROUP A INCUBATION
PROJECT PROPOSALS
1. Project name:
2. ID number………………………………………………………….
No
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Member Member Member Member Member
1
2
3
4…
n

Criteria
Innovativeness and Intellectual
property
Strength of Intellectual property
Innovativeness
Effectiveness
Meeting requirements of
environment/quality/occupational
safety
Commercialization

40
10
15
10
5

2
2.1 Go to market potentials
2.2 Commercialization readiness

25
5

2.3 Socio-Economic impacts
2.4 Competitiveness
Technology sustainability/
2.5
Solution
3 Implementation capacity
3.1 Team
3.2 Partnerships
Feasibility of implementation
3.3
plan
3.4 Financial capability

5

3.5 Risk management
Promotion of Gender equality and
3.6 women’s
economic
empowerment
3.7 Post project sustainability
Total score
Average score

5
5
5
35
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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PANEL SECRETARY

EVALUATION PANEL CHAIR

(Name, Signature)

(Name, Signature)
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Form 5.2: Summary of the Panel’s evaluation results of Group B
(Commercialization project proposals)
SUMMARY OF THE PANEL’S EVALUATION RESULTS OF GROUP B
COMMERCIALIZATION PROJECT PROPOSALS
1. Project name.........................................................................................................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
No
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
2

Member Member Member Member Member
1
2
3
4
5

Criteria
Innovativeness and Intellectual
25
property
Strength of Intellectual property
7
Innovativeness
7
Effectiveness
6
Meeting requirements of
environment/quality/occupational 5
safety
Commercialization
40

Market capacity and ability to
2.1 transfer
technology
and/or 10
business models
2.2 Commercialization readiness
8
2.3 Economic impacts
2.4 Competitiveness
Technology sustainability/
2.5
Solution
3 Implementation Capacity
Implementation capacity of the
3.1 applicant. (individuals and/or
organization)
3.2 Counterparts
Feasibility of implementation
3.3
plan

8
7
7
35
5
5
5

3.4 Financial capability

5

3.5 Risk management
Promotion of Gender equality and
3.6 women’s
economic
empowerment
3.7 Post project sustainability
Total score

5
5
5
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Average score
PANEL SECRETARY

EVALUATION PANEL CHAIR

(Name, Signature)

(Name, Signature)
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Form 6: Evaluation meeting minutes

EVALUATION MEETING MINUTES
A. General Information
1. Project tittle/Code
.........................................................................................................................................................
.................
2. Decision for establishment of Evaluation Panel No............../dd……… mm..... 20...
3. Address and time: ......................................., date ......./..... /20...
4. Chaired by….
5. Evaluation members participated/: the total members of Evaluation Panel:......./....... including:
.................................................................
.................................................................
Evaluation members absent/ the total members of Evaluation Panel: ......./…….., including
.................................................................
.................................................................
6. Guest:
No.

Full name

Tittle/Organization

6. Evaluation Panel secretary/Minutes taker: …………………………...
B. Contents of the meeting (written by the Evaluation Panel secretary):
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
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C. Evaluation and Score Tallying
2. Score tallying:
Total: ................. including: - Eligible: ............ - Ineligible:…………….
* Note: If the difference between the score of the particularly panel member and average
score of evaluation panel is greater than 10 points, the score of that member will
not be considered eligible. In such cases, re-evaluation is required.
Total eligible score: ......................................................................................................................
The final average score: ..............................................................................................................
D. Conclusion, recommendation (recommendation on content modification)
1. Project strong points:
2. Project weak points:
3. Conclusion

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Rrecommendation for grant

No recommendation for grant

4. Recommendation for funding/support: funding amount: ………………… VND (equivalent to
……….. USD).
5. Recommendation on content that need to change or modify:

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
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Recommendation for proposal adjustment and approval of the project:

Evaluation Panel recommends VCIC to review and to make decision.
PANEL SECRETARY

EVALUATION PANEL CHAIR

(Sign)

(name and signature)
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ANNEX OF EVALUATION MEETING MINUTES
COMMENT, EVALUTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF MEMBERS OF
THE EVALUATION PANEL
(Written by the Evaluation Panel Secretary)

Secretary
(Sign)
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Form 7: Agreement between VCIC PMU and Owner of Project

AGREEMENT
between
“Vietnam Climate Innovation Center – VCIC” Project Management Unit
and
Owner of Project ……………….
IMPLEMENTATION OF PROJECT
(Name of Project)
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THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
Independence – Freedom - Happiness
________________________
............................., (dd/mm/yy)…… …....
AGREEMENT FOR
Implementation of Project “[Name of project]”
No.: [.................................]
Pursuant to the Decree No. 16/2016/NĐ-CP dated on March 16, 2016 of the Government on
Management and Use of Official Development Assistance (ODA) and concessional loans of
donors;
Pursuant to Decision No. 1321/QĐ-TTg dated on August 12, 2015 of the Prime Minister
approving the technical support project for the Vietnam Climate Change Innovation Center
(VCIC) with a non-refundable grant provided by World Bank;
Pursuant to Decision No. 2703/QĐ-BKHCN dated on October 05, 2015 of Ministry of Science
and Technology for the establishment and operation of the Project Management Unit (PMU) of
the Vietnam Climate Innovation Center (VCIC);
Pursuant to Grant Agreement No. TF0A1407 dated on December 15, 2015 signed between the
Government of Vietnam and the World Bank for the technical support project for the Vietnam
Climate Change Innovation Center (VCIC);
Pursuant to Decision No. 2943/QĐ-BKHCN dated on October 23, 2015 of the Minister of
Ministry of Science and Technology approving the “Vietnam Climate Change Innovation Center
(VCIC)” Project document;
Pursuant to Decision No. 3241/QĐ-BKHCN dated on November 12, 2015 of the Minister of
Ministry of Science and Technology approving the “Vietnam Climate Change Innovation Center
(VCIC)” Overall plan;
Pursuant to Decision No. 4106/QĐ-BKHCN dated on December 31, 2015 of the Minister of
Ministry of Science and Technology approving the Project Operation Manual;
Pursuant to Decision No. 139/QĐ-BKHCN dated on January 25, 2017 approving the work plan
for 2017 of Vietnam Climate Change Innovation Center (VCIC) Project;
Pursuant to Decision No. [………..], dd […….] of the Project Management Unit (PMU) of
Vietnam Climate Change Innovation Center (VCIC) approving the grant for the project [Project
code: …..].
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The Agreement of the project (hereinafter called “The Agreement”) is made on [date] by the
following parties:
1. The Project Management Unit of “Vietnam Climate Innovation Center – VCIC”,
(hereinafter called ‘Party A”)
Representative:

Pham Duc Nghiem

Position:

Director of VCIC Project Management Unit

Address:
8th floor, Hoang Sam Building, 260-262 Ba Trieu, Le Dai Hanh
ward, Hoan Kiem district, Ha Noi
Tel:

04-38533333; Fax: 04-32151555

Tax code:

0107029996

E-mail:

info@vietnamcic.org

Bank account:

110.01.37.000325.7 at Vietnam Maritime Commercial Joint
Stock Bank (Maritime Bank)

2. Organizations/ Individuals to be granted (hereinafter called “Party B”)
Representative:

[……………………………….]

Position:

[.................................................]

Address:

[………....................................................................]

Tel:

[…………..];

E-mail:

[…………………….]

Fax: […………….]

Bank account: [……………………] at [………………………..]

The Parties hereby agree to sign the Agreement with the following terms and conditions:
Article 1. Guarantee
The Parties guarantee that they:
i.

Have full legal capacity and authority to sign this Agreement;

ii.

Follow the rights and obligations as described in this Agreement with full
attention and carefulness;

iii.

The implementation of this Agreement does not infringe the intellectual
property rights of any third party.

Article 2. Scope of the Agreement
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Party B will implement the project “[.....name of project......]” with contents of the project
proposal approved by Party A.
The final approved project proposal, implementation plan, budget estimate and
approved revisions afterwards, and attached annexes are integral parts of this Agreement.
Article 3. Duration of the Agreement
The Agreement will be implemented from [date],201… to: [date],201….. Activities
outlined in the implementation plan of the approved project are expected to be completed within
the duration of the Agreement. Extension of the project duration may be approved by Party A if
reasonable justifications of Party B are submitted to Party A prior to the time of the initially
approved project termination.
Article 4. Budget, payment terms and eligible costs:
1. Budget
The total budget for Project [Name of Project]: ……………Vietnam Dong (in
words: ............) equivalent to …….USD (exchange rate: 1 USD = … VND).
Of which:
- Grant awarded from Project Management Unit of “Vietnam Climate Innovation Center
– VCIC”: …Vietnam Dong (in words: ..........) equivalent to …………USD (Exchange rate: 1
USD = … VND).
This is the maximum grant Party A will provide for Party B to execute and implement
the project. Party A will not be responsible for payment of any expenditures that exceed this
limit;
- Counterpart funds from Enterprise: …. Vietnam Dong (in words: ..........), equivalent to
…………USD.
2. Payment terms
Upon signing this Agreement, Party A will transfer fund to the bank account of Party B
in the following tranches:
-

1st payment: Advance of […………..] Vietnam Dong (in words: .........), equivalent
to 70% of the grant agreement value.

-

2nd payment: [……….….] Vietnam Dong (in words: .........), equivalent to to ….. %
of the grant agreement value. Party A will make the second payment only after Party
B has satisfied the followings: i) the submission of valid supporting documents for
expenditure of at least 50% of the 1st tranche value; ii) submission of financial reports
for the first tranche; and iii) reports on effective performance of the project against
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the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) prescribed in the Appendix B of the
Agreement; and iv) the original Agreement is still valid or it has been renewed.
-

3rd payment: The remaining funds of the grant agreement equivalent to….%
[…………..] VND (in word: .........) will be transferred by Party A to Party B upon
receiving of the project completion report, and all supporting documents for financial
settlement.

3. Eligible expenditures
Party A only agrees to provide funding for eligible expenditures of Party B pursuant to
the regulation of eligible expenditures prescribed in Annex 1- Guidance on eligible
expenditures for projects of the VCIC Grant Manual. The eligible expenditures are direct
and incremental cost incurred for implementation of projects including costs of labour,
hiring external experts, non-consulting services, consultant’s services, trainings and
workshops, project related machinery, equipment, and consumables, and other relevant
costs such as technology licensing, quality assurance, testing and scientific validation,
intellectual property right protection (IPR), development and commercialization (such as
the provision of a license, certificate, for scaling up production of a technology);
technology extension services directly related to activities described in the project
proposal.
Eligible expenditures must be properly supported with supporting documentation.
No projects’ staff and management cost, overhead, land, civil works or housing will be
funded.”
Article 5. Rights and Obligations of the parties
1. Rights and Obligations of Party A:
a) To comply with the terms and conditions set out in this Agreement.
b) To provide the necessary information to Party B to implement the project under the
terms and conditions of this signed Agreement;
c) To provide project management and reporting training to project owners shortly after
the Agreement is signed;
d) To provide incubation and commercialization support services, as described in Annex
A of this Agreement;
e) To transfer funds to Party B following Article 4 of this Agreement;
f) To approve the procurement plan of the project granted by Party A;
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g) To provide funding or change the payment schedule based on assessing the project
progress and its financial reports or terminate this Agreement, as described in Clauses 3, 4, and
5 of Article 6 (below) of this Agreement;
h) To undertake periodic or ad-hoc monitoring to assess the project implementation and
financial management of Party B according to the approved proposal, plan and project budget
(plan for monitoring and evaluating of the projects is provided in Appendix C of this Agreement),
propose adjustments for quality and efficiency enhancement of the project;
i) To approve or reject substantial changes in the scope of the project, its budget and
implementation duration that may be proposed by Party B;
j) Can unilaterally terminate the Agreement before its expiration if Party B breaches the
Agreement terms and conditions as noted in Clauses 3, 4, 5 of Article 6 (below) of this
Agreement or if Party B does not take due measures for adjustments as required from Party A
upon Party A’s monitoring and supervision;
k) To consider and address or request relevant authorities to address recommendations
and proposals made by party B during the implementation process;
l) To monitor and evaluate the results of the project implementation and close the
Agreement in compliance with regulations;
m) To provide guidance to Party B during the project implementation through expert
support and issue guidelines for disbursement for grant recipients.
2. Rights and Obligations of Party B:
a) To follow the terms and conditions of this Agreement:
b) To implement the project in accordance with the quality, progress and goals set out
in the project proposal approved by the VCIC Project Management Unit;
c) To implement the project in accordance with current laws and regulations as well as
guidance in the project grant manual, including relevant requirements on financial
management, intellectual property, environmental and social safety, Corruption and
Fraudulent Practices and the project reporting guidelines;
d) To comply with the Environmental and Social Safeguard mitigation plan, if any;
e) To provide progress and financial reports as required in annex D; archive documents,
accounting books and vouchers as prescribed; facilitate and provide full information
for relevant authorities to supervise, check, inspect and audit project fulfillment in
accordance with the current laws and regulations;
f) To commit to effectively use the funds provided only for project implementation, and
transfer/commercialize the project results to create positive impacts on the
environment and community;
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g) To initiate protection of intellectual property rights with the project results in
compliance with relevant regulations. The project owner and related partners will
decide the allocation of rights/ownership for any IP developed on the project and shall
communicate to Party A before project initiation;
h) To attend training, seminars organized and counseling sessions for client companies.
These trainings and counseling sessions are organized to ensure that client companies
have the necessary business and technical skills to run a successful venture;
i) To agree to be supervised by Party A and independent auditors in accordance with
VCIC project regulations;
j) To allow and facilitate Party A or any parties authorized by Party A and/or WB
representatives or any parties authorized by WB to undertake audit and inspection on
relevant activities and any corresponding documentation and records, and to maintain
adequate records and documentation, related to the project at the completion of this
Agreement;
k) If it is found that Party B breaches the terms of this Agreement – in contravention of
clauses 3, 4, 5 of Article 6 (below) – then Party B shall, depending on the degree of
violation, possibly be subject to not only administrative sanctions as specified in this
Agreement, but also may be responsible to the law in compliance with its provisions;
l) To take the responsibility for procurement of assets using project funds provided by
VCIC in accordance with commercial practices, and for proper use and management
of these assets;
m) To submit to Party A for approval of any significant changes to the project activities
(e.g. regarding implementation of activities, timelines, budget, deliverables, project
staff, etc.), or of any materially adverse developments within the project which could
jeopardize its chances of success;
n) To submit and register the project results with the VCIC office immediately upon
acceptance as required.
o) To share knowledge about innovations from the support of VCIC to provide support
for other stakeholders if necessary.
Article 6. Termination of Agreement
This Agreement shall terminate under the following cases:
1) Completion of the project and acceptance has been conducted as required;
2) Early termination under both parties’ written agreements (Should either party wants
to terminate this Agreement prior to its expiration, it must inform the other party in
writing at least 15 working days in advance of the proposed termination date. Party
B cannot terminate the Agreement unilaterally. Approval by Party A is required);
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3) Illegal, fraudulent or corruption practices on the part of Party B;
4) Failure of Party B to make satisfactory progress during project implementation as
determined by Party A in assessing project progress and financial reports and via
monitoring visits;
5) Failure of Party B to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
Article 7. Financial Disbursements and Settlements Upon Agreement Termination
1. The project is completed in accordance with project procedures:
a) After the project is completed and its performance is evaluated "satisfactory" or
above, and Party B has used up all the funds disbursed by Party A, Party B shall
provide financial reports and supporting documents for all expenditures from the
3rd payment. If Party B does not spend up the funds granted by Party A, it shall
refund the unused funds to Party A;
b) If the project performance is evaluated "unsatisfactory" for each phase of
Agreement implementation, Party B shall be responsible for refunding to Party
A, including”
-

Any unused funds granted by Party A;

-

Funds which have been used but did not produce expected results due to
Party B’s failure.

These funds will be determined by the two parties in accordance with current laws
and regulations.
2. The project is terminated before the Agreement expiry dates
a) If the project is early terminated under both parties’ written agreement as
stipulated in Clause 2 of Article 6, the two parties shall jointly determine the work
Party B has implemented in order to determine the funds Party B used to
implement those works and make settlement accordingly. The remaining funds
will be returned to Party A;
b) If the project is terminated before its expiry as provided for in Clauses 3,4, and 5
of Article 6, or due to non-submission of the final evaluation report of acceptance
in accordance with project procedures, Party B shall be responsible for refunding
any unused funds granted by Party A, as well as any funds used without
compliance of the project procedures and other funds in accordance with current
laws and regulations.
Article 8. Handling of assets upon termination of Agreement
Upon termination of the project as stipulated in Clauses 1 and 2 Article 6 of this Agreement,
the project owner will keep all VCICI funded assets;
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Article 9. Adjustment, Modification and Settlement of Disputes
1) If during the Agreement implementation either party wants to amend or modify, or has
grounds for termination of the Agreement, it must inform the other party in writing at
least 15 working days in advance of proposed amendment / modification date. Any
amendments or supplementation (if any) shall be made in an appendix to the Agreement
that are signed by all parties and shall form an integral part of the Agreement and serve
as a ground for project result acceptance;
2) The project owner may reallocate the allocated funds among budget categories if (a) the
reallocation does not exceed 10% of each budget item, and (b) the total project allocated
budget does not increase. These adjustments are not required to be approved by VCIC
but must be reflected in the financial and progress reports;
3) Any budget revision involving more than 10% of a major budget item due to changes in
the main implementation plan or significant delays in project implements requires Party
A approval in writing;
4) Any disputes arising during the implementation of this Agreement shall be settled by
good faith negotiations and cooperativeness in accordance with the relevant terms and
conditions of the Financing Agreement TF0A1407 dated on December 15, 2015 and the
current Vietnamese laws;
5) However, in case of such amicable endeavors of the parties are unsuccessful in resolving
the dispute; one or both parties may file a complaint to the Ministry of Science and
Technology (MOST), who will issue a decision on the matter. If the claiming party
disagrees with the decision, the matter shall be submitted to administrative courts, whose
decisions will be final and binding on all parties.
Article 10. Implementation clause
1) This Agreement comes into force from the signing date;
2) This Agreement consists of … pages and 05 annexes and shall be signed by the Parties
in 6 Vietnamese and 4 English original copies of equal validity. Party A keeps 4 copies;
Party B keeps 2 copies. In case of any inconsistency between the English and Vietnamese
versions, the Vietnamese version will prevail.
3) All information and letters in relation to this Agreement will be sent to Party A at the
above mentioned address.
PARTY A
The Project Management Unit
Director

PARTY B
Name of Project

Phạm Đức Nghiệm

Representative of Project Implementation Unit
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Annex A
Indicative services provided by VCIC to enterprises
Support of Vietnam Climate Innovation Centre for projects:
1. Facilities
-

Working places, high-speed internet, accessing database, printing, telecommunication
during the training period at VCIC office.

2. Consultancy, training, mentorship, business development guidance for Party B
-

Support Party B to develop communication plan, make introduction clip about enterprise
and their products

-

Consult about developing business models and innovating administrative system of
enterprises.

-

Support Party B for market entry and commercialization.

-

Train and mentor business development skills such as leadership thinking and skills,
overall corporate management, sales, etc.

-

Support to introduce products on television.

-

Support Party B to participate in science and technology workshops/exhibitions to
introduce products.

3. Technical and Technology Consultancy
-

Finalize essential documents of Trademarks, Industrial Design, Intellectual Property
Rights and Copyright of products created during the implementation of projects.

-

Provide support to get access to national standard laboratories, engage instructors at the
mentioned laboratories.

-

Access to domestic and international expert database.

-

Develop criteria, manufacturing progress and quality of products management, from
technology selection, technology perfection, quality evaluation and consultancy of
solutions to improve the product quality.

-

Support to set up software for enterprise management system and business development
based on VCIC information portal.
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4. Product commercialization and technology transfer support
-

Support, consult on domestic and international market research and market potential
evaluation.

-

Support to develop the product commercialization from standardizing product names,
developing brand identity, developing e-commerce sites, joining transaction floors,
training staff on commercialization, etc.

-

Draw up technology transfer documents and agreements

-

Consult sales and after-sales policy.

5. Investment Promotion
-

Support Party B to participate in investment connection programs such as exhibitions,
demand and supply connection programs.

-

Meet and discuss with individual venture investors and investment funds

-

Engage with economic associations to support investment connection opportunities.

-

Promote, advise, support in process of proposal for grants from Government programs.
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Annex B
Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
(please see Form 9.2 Detailed progress report below)
These KPIs will be used to evaluate project progress related to objective of project, and monitor
the results and progress of projects. KPIs can be adjusted timely with the Agreement of both
Parties if/when there are changes in implementation plan or operation of project.
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Annex C
VCIC’s monitoring of projects
Party A (VCIC) will monitor the project to ensure that planned activities are on track and well
managed to reach the results in a timing and cost-effective manner. Quarterly progress reports of
the project are required since its commencement. Party A will establish mid-term monitoring
missions to visit location of the project in accordance with the project plan or after 6 months
since the commencement of the project (whichever comes first). The result of these field trips
will be included in the monitoring report (signed by both Parties).
A mid-term review for each project, led by Party A, will be performed at mid-point of the project
activities as planned (or within 6 months from the start of the project, whichever comes first).
The mid-term review will assess progress, identify the causes of the delay, if any, identify issues
and factors that hinder the implementation of the project and recommend solutions. After this
evaluation, there may be appropriate adjustments to the operation of the project. If the project is
evaluated as “Fail”, the Grant can be reduced or the project will even be terminated.
Mid-term review will focus on:
 Project management: evaluate the effectiveness of project management, projects’
partners coordination, awareness of issues/difficulties that may happen during the
implementation of the project and recommendations from Party B;
 Progress monitor: review and evaluate the effectiveness and results of project activities
and project results, compared with the project plan approved by Party A.
 Disbursement progress: verify expenditures and review invoices, receipt and other
financial records related to project activities.
 Result evaluation: review and assess the progress and results of the projects related to the
project plan, using qualitative and quantitative indicators.
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Annex D
Progress and Financial Report Requirements
Projects will establish and maintain an accounting and financial management system, and
develop financial statements complying with the current accounting standards of the Vietnamese
government and donors. Projects will archive all documents, receipts, accounting books and
perform necessary measures to ensure the accuracy, transparency, and reliability of financial
statements. Party A will work directly with the projects in order to convey the requirements of
financial reporting and help them meet the requirements.
Progress and Financial Report
The project will prepare quarterly progress and financial reports to submit to Party A (These
reports have to be submitted in 10 days after the end of each quarter). Project with less than VND
500 million Grant will submit quarterly and finalization reports in a simple form (Form 9.1). All
projects must also prepare annual financial reports on the received Grant and counterpart funding
(within 30 days after each fiscal year and 30 days after the completion of the project). Quarterly
financial and finalization reports must be prepared under the provision of Decision No. 19/2006
/ QD-BTC dated on March 30, 2016 for establishing administrative accounting system and
reporting to Donors. These reports will help Party A monitor progresses of projects, make a
decision on further funding and resolve any problems may happen immediately.
Progress reports and quarterly financial reports must be produced in Vietnamese with the
signature and seal of the project (03 hard copies and 01 electronic copy).
Acceptance Report
Acceptance report of the projects must be made in English and Vietnamese (06 hard copies and
01 electronic copy in both English and Vietnamese languages) and must be submitted to Party A
within 30 days at the latest after the expiry date of the Agreement. If the report is not completed
and submitted on time, the project must submit a written request to extend the deadline of the
acceptance report within at least 30 days before the expiry date of the Agreement. Party A will
respond this request for an extension within 10 working days.
All reports must be signed by the project owners and owner representatives. The electronic copy
can be submitted via the Online Management System.
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Annex E
Estimated project budget
Estimated Budget

No
1

Source
Category

2

2
Incremental direct labour
costs
External experts

3

Consultant services

4

Non-consultant services
Project related consumables
and equipment
Other relevant costs

1

5
6

Total
project
budget
3

Total (VND)
Total (USD)
Rate of each source over the
total (%)
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Including
Proposed
Grant
4

Counterpart Fund
5

Unit: VND
Proportion
of each
item in
total grant
6

Table 1. Incremental direct labour costs
Unit: VND
No

Content

a

b

Coefficient
of daily
real wages
c

Amount of
days working
for project
d

Estimated Budget (VND)
Total Budget
of project
1

Total
Rate of each source over the total (%)
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Proposed Grant

Counter-part funds

2

3

Table 2. External experts
Unit: VND
No

Content

Consultant
daily rate

a

b

c

Amount of
days working
for project
d

Total
Rate of each source over the total (%)
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Estimated Budget (VND)
Total Budget
of project
1

Proposed Grant

Counter-part funds

2

3

Table 3. Consultant services

Unit: VND
Estimated Budget
No

Content

a

b

Unit

Quantity

Price per unit

Total

1

2

3

4

Total
Rate of each source over the total (%)
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Proposed
Grant
5

Counterpart Fund
6

Table 4. Non-Consultant services

Unit: VND
Estimated Budget
No

Content

Unit

a
B
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total
Rate of each source over the total (%)

Quantity
2

Price per
unit
3
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Total

Proposed Grant

4

5

Counter-part
Fund
6

Table 5. Project related consumables and equipment
Unit: VND
Estimated Budget
No

Content

Unit

a
B
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total
Rate of each source over the total (%)

Quantity

Price per unit

Total

2

3

4
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Proposed
Grant
5

Counter-part
Fund
6

Table 6. Other relevant expenses
Unit: VND
Estimated Budget
No

Content

a

b

I
II
1

Expenditure following government cost norms
Expenditure following market rate

2
3
4
Total
Rate of each source over the total (%)
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Total

Proposed Grant

Counter-part Fund

1

2

3

General Business Plan
Unit: VND

No

Content

Estimated
Budget (VND)

Proposed
Grant

Counterpart Fund

1

2

3

Total

89

Starting
time

Ending time

Name of
people in
charge

Expected
results

Form 8: Project Request for Fund Transfer
CỘNG HÒA XÃ HỘI CHỦ NGHĨA VIỆT NAM
THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM

CÔNG TY/BUSINESS ….

Độc lập – Tự do – Hạnh phúc
Independence – Freedom – Happiness
…., ngày
tháng
năm
…., date ……… month …… year ………
ĐỀ NGHỊ CHUYỂN TIỀN
Project Request for Fund Transfer
Số/No.:
Kính gửi: Ban quản lý dự án "Trung tâm đổi mới sáng tạo ứng phó với biến đổi
khí hậu Việt Nam (BQLDA VCIC)”
To: Project Management Unit of VCIC (VCIC BAN QLDA)
Căn cứ: (1). Hợp đồng số ...... ký ngày .......... để thực hiện dự án “..........” và (2). Báo cáo tiến độ ngày…
tháng… năm… được BQLDA VCIC phê duyệt (áp dụng từ lần chuyển tiền thứ 2). Chúng tôi đề nghị
BQLDA VCIC tạm ứng kinh phí lần ........theo Điều 4 của Hợp đồng (Hợp đồng, dự toán kèm theo).
According to the Agreement number …….. dated ……….. for implementing the project “……….”, and
the Progress report dated…. approved by VCIC BAN QLDA (applicable from the second payment), to
ensure the implementation of future activities, we request VCIC BAN QLDA to advance the
……payment per Article 4 of the Agreement (attached with cost estimates)
Tổng số tiền được tài trợ/total Agreement value:
…………….VND
Số tiền tạm ứng/payment:
Lần 1/First payment:
Lần 2/Second payment:
Lần cuối/Last payment:
Số tiền còn lại/ Balance:
Đề nghị chuyển vào tài khoản/Please transfer to the account :
Số tiền/Amount:
Bằng chữ/in words:
Tên tài khoản/Name:
Địa chỉ/Address:
Số tài khoản/Account No:
Ngân hàng/Bank:
Mã số thuế/Tax code:

……………VND
……………VND
……………VND
……………VND
……………VND

Xin trân trọng cảm ơn / Thank you very much for your co-operation.
Giám đốc / Director
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Form 9.1: Progress report of project implementation business – Quarterly report
PROGRESS REPORT OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION BUSINESS
(Quarterly report)
Name:
Address:
Contact person:
Name of project:
Implementation duration in accordance with the signed agreement: ……………..
1. Project summary

2. Progress of implemented activities
(Clearly describe implemented activities, changes from initial plan, if any)

3. Main achieved outcomes and deliverables
(Describe the criteria in the agreement; specify quantities,..)

4. General assessment of market potentials and product/service business potentials of the
project

5. Difficulties, barriers during implementation

6. Planned activities in the next period

7. Conclusions, recommendations
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Form 9.2 Detailed progress report
PART 1: PROJECT COMPANY PROFILE
No.
1
2

Profile

Description

Remarks

Company name:
Fields of business:

3

Year of incorporation

Month + year specified

4

Total workforce (people)

Total, by full-time, part-time and seasonal employees

5

6

Name of contact person:
Tel:
Email:
Name of project funded by VCIC:

7

Total agreement implementation duration:

8
9
10
11

Commencement time:
Total VCIC-funded budget (VND)
Other sources of budget (VND)
Company’s counterpart fund (VND)

Specify the number of months or years
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PART 2 - DETAILED PROGRESS REPORT
Note: Reported data of this Quarter is increased since
……..– …….. 2017
Code
1
2
OC-1

OC2.1

OC2.2

Parameters
Agreement implementation duration (how many
months? From month…/year to ….. month…/year)
VCIC-funded budget
Number of products/prototypes registered for
intellectual property rights
(+) In accordance with agreement commitments
(+) Quarter …/20… (….-….2017)
(+) Expected by end of …./20….
Counterpart fund for incubation stage (for companies
funded for incubation) [Including both counterpart
fund in cash of the company and mobilized funds from
other sources (Loans + funds from other sources) as
well as fixed assets/material facilities of the company
in cash equivalent]
(+) In accordance with agreement commitments
(+) Quarter …/20… (….-….2017)
(+) Expected by end of …./20….
Counterpart fund for pilot commercialization stage (for
companies funded for commercialization) [Including
both counterpart fund in cash of the company and
mobilized funds from other sources (Loans + funds
from other sources) as well as fixed assets/material
facilities of the company in cash equivalent]

Unit

VND

VND
VND
VND
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Parameters

Remarks

OC3.1
OC3.2

OC-4

OC-5

OC-6

(+) In accordance with agreement commitments
(+) Quarter …/20… (….-….2017)
(+) Expected by end of …./20….
The time the company intends to switch to the growth
stage (doing business) (introduction and sale of
completed products/services to consumers, market
expansion, and revenue generation)
Total fund mobilized by the company (including both
owners’ equity and loans) in growth stage (doing
business) (applicable for both types of companies)
(+) In accordance with agreement commitments
(+) Quarter …/20… (….-….2017)
(+) Expected by end of …./20….
The number of direct jobs generated by the Company
since the implementation of this project (for start-ups
and this project is the only business: total number of
employees of the company)(Number of males =?
Number of females=?)
(+) In accordance with agreement commitments
(+) Quarter …/20… (….-….2017)
(+) Expected by end of …./20….
Total increased revenue from the products /services
from this project (as of the reporting time)
(+) In accordance with agreement commitments
(+) Quarter …/20… (….-….2017)
(+) Expected by end of …./20….
Total number of improved or new products or services
that have been sold (applicable only to products
/services from this project)

VND
VND
VND
Month …… year……

Estimated amount from relevant equipment used
for this project.
VND
VND
VND

#
Including employees in the company’s
branches/agents in the provinces.
Number of males =…? Number of females=…?

VND
VND
VND
#
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IP-1

IP-2

(+) In accordance with agreement commitments
(+) Quarter …/20… (….-….2017)
(+) Expected by end of …./20….
Number of households (clients or beneficiaries) with
access to the company’s new products or services since
the commencement of this project
(+) In accordance with agreement commitments
(+) Quarter …/20… (….-….2017)
(+) Expected by end of …./20….
Number of energy saving/emission reduction
technology units that have been installed (or
manufactured)
(+) In accordance with agreement commitments
(+) Quarter …/20… (….-….2017)
(+) Expected by end of …./20….

IP-3

Volume of cut-down CO2 emissions

IP-4

(+) In accordance with agreement commitments
(+) Quarter …/20… (….-….2017)
(+) Expected by end of …./20….
Volume of generated clean energy for
supplementation/replacement
(+) In accordance with agreement commitments
(+) Quarter …/20… (….-….2017)
(+) Expected by end of …./20….

#
#
#
#

#

(ton)

(KWh)
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Form 10: Project Quarterly Financial Report Form

PROJECT QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT
Project No.:
Name of Awardee (Institution / Individual):

Project Name:
Day / Month / Year

Financial Report for Period Ending
Rate of Exchange Used: 1USD =
BUDGET
Item
No.

Items

Item Description

Agreement
Amount

Approved
Variation to
date

DISBURSEMENTS
Revised
Budget

Prior period
expenses

Current
Period
expenses

Total
expenses to
date

Forecast Expenses
in remaining
months

Total

Prepared by

Approved by

Full name

Full name
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Project Total
estimated
expenses

- Variance

Form 11: TOR for (consultant) service hiring

TOR FOR (CONSULTANT) SERVICE HIRING
1. Introduction _______________________________
2. Objectives _____________________
3. Work description, tasks and expected outputs
4. Required qualifications and experiences
5. Contract period
6. Reporting and expected Deliverables
List:
(a) Format, timetable and content of reports;
(b) Hard copy and electronic reports (or CD rom). Final report will be submitted electrically recorded in CD rom beside the
required number of hard copies;
(c) Due date;
7. Contribution of the hiring party
Services, tools and other resources that will be provided to the consultant(s): _______________________________ [list]
8. Payment terms and conditions:
9. Provisions on confidentiality, validity of the service providers and dispute settlements
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Form 12: Statement of Income, Expense and Fund Balance Form

Statement of Income, Expense and Fund Balance Form
Project Name:

Name of Awardee (Institution / Individual):
Reporting period
Project No.:
Budget
line
code

Approved budget
Items

Activity

No of
Units
A

Price
per
items
B

Total
Expense
C=A*B

VCIC
Expense
C1

Actual cost incurred
Applicant
Expense
C2

Grand-total

Accumulated
expense

Opening
balance
Closing
balance
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3rd
party (if
any)
C3

Total cost
incurred
D=D1+D2+D3

VCIC
Investment

Applicant
Investment

D1

D2

Difference
3rd
party (if
any
D3

+/-

%

F=E/C*100%

Voucher

Notes

The Company should give the explanation for over-spent against approved budget

Prepared by

Approved
by

Full name

Full name
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Form 13: Project completion report
COMPLETION REPORT
(PROJECT TITTLE)
TABLE OF CONTENTS
1.

General Information

1.1

Project Summary

1.2

Project Description

1.2.1 Project objectives and scope
1.2.2 Implementation arrangements
2.

Implementation outcomes

2.1

Purpose Achievement

2.2

Components and Outputs

2.3

Finance

2.4

Factors affecting project implementation

3.

Socio - Economic impact analysis

3.2

Sectoral and Regional Impact

3.3

Sustainability

4.

Lesson learned

5.

Appendices

Outline of the completion report?

1.

General Information

1.1

Project Summary

-

Project Title (Vietnamese):

-

Project Title (English):

-

Project Code:

-

Duration of implementation

-

Location of Implementation,

-

Donor(s) and partners

-

Project owner: key dates: date of signing agreement, extension date (if any),
completion date and No. of related documents
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-

Funds: Total project budget, counterpart funds (stating all revisions and revising dates
if any)

-

Key outcomes and impact achieved from the project (maximum 500 words).

1.2.

Project Description

1.2.1 Project objectives and scope
-

Based on the approved project

-

After revisions (if any)

2.

Implementation outcomes

2.1

Purpose Achievement

Describe achievement of project towards the purpose stated in approved project (or
revised)
2.2.

Components and Outputs
No.

2.3.

Components

Outputs

Note

Finance

-

Compare between total investment according to Project Document and total actual
disbursement, including analysis on VCIC fund and counterpart fund.

-

Addressing all revisions made to total project value according to Agreement and after
bidding and actual disbursement.

-

Addressing key factors affecting some components, which attain high or too low
disbursement rate against the plan.
(See detail in Appendix 3.2: Completion Disbursement Report)

2.4.

Factors affecting project implementation

List factors affecting the program, project implementation, for example:


Policies and legal context
-

GoV policies
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Donor policies

Project Management
-

Reviewing how to ensure financial and technical conditions, and institutional
arrangements as stated in the signed Agreement and approved Project Document

-

Arrangements in project implementation

-

Capacity in project implementation

-

Complying to reporting demands and procedures of M&E during project
implementation

-

Risk and change management



Procurement



Technical Assistance, Training and Capacity building



Environment



Gender issues



Technical and technological issues

Besides above factors, it is necessary to clarify advantages, disadvantages and
countermeasures of PMU.
3.

Socio - Economic impact analysis

3.1.

Impact of project

Analyze the project impact on economics, science and technology, environment,
cultural and Social Impact.
3.3.

Sustainability

Describe what achievements and impacts (at different levels) can ensure the
sustainability, replicability of the project.
4.

Lesson learned

Describe all lessons learnt and recommendations to ensure sustainability and effectiveness
of project or overcome limitations during the project implementation.
5.

Appendices

Attached Annexes:
-

Completion Disbursement Report

-

Report on Performance Indicators or Outputs
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-

List of important technical reports produced by program/project

-

Others appropriate for program/project
Day... month ... year 20...
Project Owner
(Sign and seal)
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Annex 3: WB Fraud and Corruption provision
(This provision is to be incorporated in all Grant agreements with companies)

1. Fraud and
Corruption

1.1

The Bank requires compliance with the Bank’s Anti-Corruption
Guidelines and its prevailing sanctions policies and procedures
as set forth in the WBG’s Sanctions Framework, as set forth in
Appendix to the GCC.

1.2

The Employer requires the Contractor to disclose any
commissions or fees that may have been paid or are to be paid to
agents or any other party with respect to the bidding process or
execution of the Contract. The information disclosed must
include at least the name and address of the agent or other party,
the amount and currency, and the purpose of the commission,
gratuity or fee.

APPENDIX TO GENERAL CONDITIONS
(Text in this Appendix shall not be modified)

Fraud and Corruption
1. Purpose
1.1 The Bank’s Anti-Corruption Guidelines and this annex apply with respect to procurement
under Bank Investment Project Financing operations.
2. Requirements
2.1 The Bank requires that Borrowers (including beneficiaries of Bank financing); bidders,

consultants, contractors and suppliers; any sub-contractors, sub-consultants, service
providers or suppliers; any agents (whether declared or not); and any of their personnel,
observe the highest standard of ethics during the procurement process, selection and contract
execution of Bank-financed contracts, and refrain from Fraud and Corruption.
2.2 To this end, the Bank:

a. Defines, for the purposes of this provision, the terms set forth below as follows:
i.

“corrupt practice” is the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting, directly
or indirectly, of anything of value to influence improperly the actions of
another party;
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ii. “fraudulent practice” is any act or omission, including misrepresentation,
that knowingly or recklessly misleads, or attempts to mislead, a party to
obtain financial or other benefit or to avoid an obligation;
iii. “collusive practice” is an arrangement between two or more parties designed
to achieve an improper purpose, including to influence improperly the
actions of another party;
iv. “coercive practice” is impairing or harming, or threatening to impair or harm,
directly or indirectly, any party or the property of the party to influence
improperly the actions of a party;
v. “obstructive practice” is:
(a) deliberately destroying, falsifying, altering, or concealing of
evidence material to the investigation or making false statements
to investigators in order to materially impede a Bank investigation
into allegations of a corrupt, fraudulent, coercive, or collusive
practice; and/or threatening, harassing, or intimidating any party
to prevent it from disclosing its knowledge of matters relevant to
the investigation or from pursuing the investigation; or
(b)

acts intended to materially impede the exercise of the Bank’s
inspection and audit rights provided for under paragraph 2.2 e.
below.

b. Rejects a proposal for award if the Bank determines that the firm or individual
recommended for award, any of its personnel, or its agents, or its sub-consultants,
sub-contractors, service providers, suppliers and/ or their employees, has, directly
or indirectly, engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, coercive, or obstructive
practices in competing for the contract in question;
c. In addition to the legal remedies set out in the relevant Legal Agreement, may

take other appropriate actions, including declaring misprocurement, if the Bank
determines at any time that representatives of the Borrower or of a recipient of
any part of the proceeds of the loan engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive,
coercive, or obstructive practices during the procurement process, selection
and/or execution of the contract in question, without the Borrower having taken
timely and appropriate action satisfactory to the Bank to address such practices
when they occur, including by failing to inform the Bank in a timely manner at
the time they knew of the practices;
d. Pursuant to the Bank’s Anti- Corruption Guidelines and in accordance with the
Bank’s prevailing sanctions policies and procedures, may sanction a firm or
individual, either indefinitely or for a stated period of time, including by publicly
declaring such firm or individual ineligible (i) to be awarded or otherwise benefit
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from a Bank-financed contract, financially or in any other manner;5 (ii) to be a
nominated 6 sub-contractor, consultant, manufacturer or supplier, or service
provider of an otherwise eligible firm being awarded a Bank-financed contract;
and (iii) to receive the proceeds of any loan made by the Bank or otherwise to
participate further in the preparation or implementation of any Bank-financed
project;

e. Requires that a clause be included in bidding/request for proposals
documents and in contracts financed by a Bank loan, requiring (i) bidders,
consultants, contractors, and suppliers, and their sub-contractors, subconsultants, service providers, suppliers, agents personnel, permit the Bank
to inspect 7 all accounts, records and other documents relating to the
submission of bids and contract performance, and to have them audited by
auditors appointed by the Bank.

For the avoidance of doubt, a sanctioned party’s ineligibility to be awarded a contract shall include, without limitation, (i)
applying for pre-qualification, expressing interest in a consultancy, and bidding, either directly or as a nominated sub-contractor,
nominated consultant, nominated manufacturer or supplier, or nominated service provider, in respect of such contract, and (ii)
entering into an addendum or amendment introducing a material modification to any existing contract.
5

6

A nominated sub-contractor, nominated consultant, nominated manufacturer or supplier, or nominated service provider
(different names are used depending on the particular bidding document) is one which has been: (i) included by the bidder in its
pre-qualification application or bid because it brings specific and critical experience and know-how that allow the bidder to meet
the qualification requirements for the particular bid; or (ii) appointed by the Borrower.
7

Inspections in this context usually are investigative (i.e., forensic) in nature. They involve fact-finding activities
undertaken by the Bank or persons appointed by the Bank to address specific matters related to investigations/audits, such as
evaluating the veracity of an allegation of possible Fraud and Corruption, through the appropriate mechanisms. Such activity
includes but is not limited to: accessing and examining a firm's or individual's financial records and information, and making
copies thereof as relevant; accessing and examining any other documents, data and information (whether in hard copy or
electronic format) deemed relevant for the investigation/audit, and making copies thereof as relevant; interviewing staff and other
relevant individuals; performing physical inspections and site visits; and obtaining third party verification of information.
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